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ABSTRACT
It is now possible for hydrodynamical simulations to reproduce a representative galaxy pop-
ulation. Accordingly, it is timely to assess critically some of the assumptions of traditional
semi-analytic galaxy formation models. We use the EAGLE simulations to assess assumptions
built into the GALFORM semi-analytic model, focussing on those relating to baryon cycling,
angular momentum and feedback. We show that the assumption in GALFORM that newly
formed stars have the same specific angular momentum as the total disc leads to a signifi-
cant overestimate of the total stellar specific angular momentum of disc galaxies. In EAGLE,
stars form preferentially out of low specific angular momentum gas in the interstellar medium
(ISM) due to the assumed gas density threshold for stars to form, leading to more realistic
galaxy sizes. We find that stellar mass assembly is similar between GALFORM and EAGLE but
that the evolution of gas properties is different, with various indications that the rate of baryon
cycling in EAGLE is slower than is assumed in GALFORM. Finally, by matching individual
galaxies between EAGLE and GALFORM, we find that an artificial dependence of AGN feed-
back and gas infall rates on halo mass doubling events in GALFORM drives most of the scatter
in stellar mass between individual objects. Put together our results suggest that the GALFORM
semi-analytic model can be significantly improved in light of recent advances.
Key words: galaxies: formation – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: stellar
content
1 INTRODUCTION
Semi-analytic galaxy formation models are established tools for
connecting the predicted hierarchical growth of dark matter haloes
to the observed properties of the galaxy population (e.g. Cole et al.
2000; Somerville et al. 2008b; Guo et al. 2011). Unlike empirical
abundance matching (e.g. Conroy et al. 2006; Moster et al. 2010)
or halo occupation distribution models (e.g. Berlind & Weinberg
2002), semi-analytic models employ a forward-modelling approach
and are constructed such that they contain as much as possible of
the baryonic physics that is thought to be relevant to galaxy evo-
lution, albeit at a simplified, macroscopic level. The simplified,
macroscopic nature of semi-analytic models means that they are
? E-mail: peter.mitchell@univ-lyon1.fr
computationally inexpensive to evaluate. Compared to hydrody-
namical simulations, this lack of computational expense meant that
until recently it was uniquely possible for semi-analytic models to
predict realistic galaxy populations (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Croton
et al. 2006; Henriques et al. 2013).
Recently, advances in computational resources combined with
improvements in the uncertain modelling of feedback have allowed
hydrodynamical simulations to predict galaxy populations which
reproduce observations at an equivalent level to semi-analytic mod-
els for representative volumes (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Schaye
et al. 2015; Dubois et al. 2014; Dave´ et al. 2016). It is timely there-
fore to review the underling assumptions which underpin semi-
analytic models and assess their validity against state-of-the-art hy-
drodynamical simulations.
As in semi-analytic models, hydrodynamical simulations are
forced to implement uncertain subgrid modelling to approximate
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the effect of massive stars and black holes on galaxy evolution. This
means that, for example, the dynamics of outflowing gas in these
simulations are not necessarily realistic (irrespective of whether a
realistic galaxy population is produced). Importantly however, the
dynamics of outflows are tracked self-consistently in hydrodynam-
ical simulations. Furthermore, simulations do not need to make any
assumptions regarding angular momentum conservation of the var-
ious baryonic components of galaxies and their surrounding gas
flows. In semi-analytic models, both these aspects of galaxy evo-
lution are among the most important for predicting galaxy proper-
ties and yet are also among the most uncertain (Henriques et al.
2013; Mitchell et al. 2014; Hirschmann et al. 2016). Arguably
therefore, the parametrisations of these physical processes that are
implemented in semi-analytic models should be capable of repro-
ducing (with an appropriate choice of model parameters) the be-
haviour predicted by hydrodynamical simulations. Here, we begin
to address this topic by comparing the properties of galaxies be-
tween the established semi-analytic model, GALFORM (Cole et al.
2000; Lacey et al. 2016), and the EAGLE simulation project, a state-
of-the-art suite of calibrated hydrodynamical simulations (Schaye
et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015).
A number of other authors have presented comparisons of re-
sults from hydrodynamical simulations to semi-analytic models,
albeit without access to hydrodynamical simulations that predict
realistic galaxy properties for representative volumes. Some stud-
ies have focused specifically on cooling and gas infall onto galax-
ies, finding varying levels of agreement (Yoshida et al. 2002; Helly
et al. 2003; Monaco et al. 2014). Saro et al. (2010) analysed a sin-
gle, massive cluster, finding significant differences in the manner
with which tidal stripping acts between a semi-analytic model and a
hydrodynamical simulation. Stringer et al. (2010) analysed a single
disc galaxy, finding it was possible to roughly reproduce a hydro-
dynamical simulation with an explicitly calibrated semi-analytic
model. Cattaneo et al. (2007) and Hirschmann et al. (2012) anal-
ysed larger samples of galaxies, both finding broad agreement in
stellar and baryonic masses but significant differences when anal-
ysed in detail. In particular, Hirschmann et al. (2012) reported large
differences in star formation efficiency stemming from local versus
global implementations of a Kennicutt star formation law.
This study follows from Guo et al. (2016), who compared
GALFORM, the similar L-GALAXIES model (Guo et al. 2011)
and EAGLE. They focused on global predictions for the galaxy
population (stellar mass functions, star formation rates (SFRs),
passive fractions, mass-metallicity relations, mass-size relations).
They showed that stellar mass functions and passive fractions were
broadly similar between the models (provided gradual ram pres-
sure stripping of hot gas from satellites was implemented in GAL-
FORM). However, they also showed that predictions for galaxy sizes
differed significantly and that mass-metallicity relations are signif-
icantly steeper in GALFORM than in the reference EAGLE model. In
both cases, the predictions from EAGLE are in significantly better
agreement with observations.
While these disagreements between the models are highly
suggestive of differing baryon cycling (because of discrepant
metallicities) and angular momentum evolution (because of dis-
crepant sizes, see also Stevens et al. 2017), from a global com-
parison it is not clear exactly how these differences arise. Here,
we compare the GALFORM and EAGLE models in more detail and
attempt to isolate as far as possible distinct physical processes, fo-
cussing on those which we expect may not be modelled realisti-
cally in semi-analytic models. We also match individual galaxies
by matching the haloes between the dark-matter-only version of
EAGLE and the full hydrodynamical simulation. This allows us to
assess the difference in stellar mass between individual galaxies.
The results and methodology presented here will, in turn, un-
derpin a future study where we plan to perform the most direct level
of comparison possible between GALFORM and EAGLE. Namely, to
directly measure all of the mass, metal and angular momentum ex-
changes between different discrete baryonic reservoirs in EAGLE
and compare with the corresponding quantities in GALFORM. As
such, we consider here how to compartmentalize baryons in EAGLE
between the corresponding discrete components that are tracked
in semi-analytic models. In particular, we carefully consider how
to separate the interstellar medium (ISM) from more diffuse halo
gas in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) in EAGLE on physical
grounds.
The layout of this paper is as follows. We introduce the EA-
GLE simulations, the GALFORM semi-analytic model and describe
our analysis methodology in Section 2. We present a first compar-
ison of the models by analysing stellar masses in Section 3. We
compare star formation thresholds and efficiencies as well as the
angular momentum of star-forming gas in Section 4. We discuss
feedback from supernovae (SNe) and active-galactic nuclei (AGN)
in Section 6.2 and the resulting baryon cycle in Section 7. We dis-
cuss the consequences of qualitative differences between gas infall
rates onto galaxies in the two models in Section 8. Finally, we sum-
marise our main results in Section 10.
Throughout this paper we denote the units of distances in
proper kiloparsecs as pkpc and comoving kiloparsecs as ckpc.
Also throughout, log refers to the base 10 logarithm and ln refers
to the natural logarithm.
2 MODELLING GALAXY FORMATION
To facilitate a direct comparison of the EAGLE simulations and the
GALFORM model, we follow Guo et al. (2016) by running GAL-
FORM on a dark-matter-only version of the reference EAGLE simu-
lation run with a 1003 Mpc3 box (L100N1504 in the convention in-
troduced by Schaye et al. 2015). As described by Guo et al. (2016),
both simulations where performed with the same cosmological pa-
rameters taken from Planck Collaboration et al. (2014), and with
the same initial conditions, following the method of Jenkins (2010).
2.1 EAGLE
The EAGLE simulations are a suite of hydrodynamical simulations
of the formation and evolution of galaxies within the context of
the ΛCDM cosmological model. Performed using a modified ver-
sion of the GADGET-3 code (last presented in Springel et al. 2005),
they include a state-of-the-art implementation of smoothed parti-
cle hydrodynamics (SPH, Dalla Vecchia in prep, Schaller et al.
2015a). They also include a set of subgrid models that account for
the physics of photo-heating/ionization from an evolving, uniform
background radiation field, radiative cooling from metal lines and
atomic processes, star formation, stellar and supermassive black
hole evolution and feedback. Subgrid models are included to com-
pensate for the limited resolution of cosmological simulations and
the prohibitive computational cost of performing detailed on-the-
fly radiative transfer. A detailed overview of these subgrid models
can be found in Schaye et al. (2015) and a concise overview tai-
lored to the topic of comparison with semi-analytic models can be
found in Guo et al. (2016).
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–30
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2.2 GALFORM
GALFORM is a continually updated semi-analytic galaxy formation
model, first introduced in Cole et al. (2000), which itself was an
evolution from earlier models (e.g. Lacey & Cole 1993; Cole et al.
1994). Salient updates subsequent to Cole et al. (2000) include the
inclusion of AGN feedback (Bower et al. 2006), the addition of
gradual ram-pressure stripping in satellites (Font et al. 2008) and
a decomposition of the ISM into neutral atomic and molecular hy-
drogen components (Lagos et al. 2011). The most recent branches
of the model can roughly be divided between a model with a uni-
versal stellar IMF (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2016),
and a model that also implements a non-standard IMF in nuclear
starbursts (Lacey et al. 2016).
Guo et al. (2016) introduced a version of the universal IMF
model that was explicitly tuned for the EAGLE DM-only simulation
using 200 simulation outputs. For this study, we use an updated ver-
sion of this model which is very similar. The updates were made to
ensure that properties of individual galaxies do not depend on ran-
dom numbers, as discussed below. This is a desirable step for com-
paring with the EAGLE simulations on an object-by-object basis.
Otherwise, the model parameters are the same as Guo et al. (2016),
with the exception of slight changes to two parameters which con-
trol the efficiencies of SNe and AGN feedback1. These changes
were made to approximately restore predictions for the local stellar
mass function presented in Guo et al. (2016) after an error in the
calculation of halo concentrations introduced in Guo et al. (2016)
was corrected 2. The calibration of the reference model used here
hence follows Guo et al. (2016) and is described in Section 2.7.
To remove a dependency of individual galaxy properties on
random numbers, we make two changes with respect to Guo et al.
(2016). The first is that we now measure halo spin parameters from
the EAGLE dark-matter-only simulation instead of sampling from a
probability distribution function, as introduced in Cole et al. (2000).
The second is that we now track the orbits of satellites measured
in the dark-matter-only simulation. Once satellites can no longer
be identified in the simulation, a self-consistent dynamical friction
merging timescale, Tdf , is then computed as
Tdf =
(
Rc
RH
)1.8 (
J
Jc
)0.85
τdyn
2B(1) ln(Λ)
(
MH
MS
)
, (1)
where RH is the halo virial radius, Rc is the radius of a circular
orbit with the same energy as the actual orbit, J/Jc is the ratio
of the angular momentum of the actual orbit to the angular mo-
mentum of a circular orbit with the same energy, τdyn is the halo
dynamical time3, MH is the host halo mass, MS is the mass of
the satellite subhalo, ln(Λ) is the Coulomb logarithm (taken to be
ln(Λ) = ln(MH/MS)) and B(x) = erf(x)− 2x/√pi exp(−x2).
The full details of this new merging scheme are given in Simha &
Cole (2017)4.
1 Specifically, we change the normalisation of the SNe feedback mass load-
ing factor, VSN from 425 km s−1 to 380 km s−1 and the threshold for
AGN feedback, αcool, from 0.52 to 0.8. See Lacey et al. (2016) for the
definition of these model parameters.
2 Specifically, an incorrect tabulated power spectrum file was used to cal-
culate halo concentrations. This error does not affect any of the conclusions
of that study.
3 Defining the halo dynamical time as τdyn = RH/VH, where RH is the
halo virial radius and VH is the halo circular velocity at the virial radius.
4 Note that we do not use the tidal disruption model described in Simha &
Cole (2017).
2.3 Structure and assumptions that underpin semi-analytic
galaxy formation models
In semi-analytic galaxy formation models such as GALFORM, the
initial presupposition is that baryons trace the accretion of dark
matter mass and angular momentum onto collapsed dark matter
haloes, that the baryons that have been accreted onto dark mat-
ter haloes can be compartmentalized into a few discrete compo-
nents, and that these components can be adequately characterised
by a handful of quantities. The hierarchy of galaxy formation is ac-
counted for by including each subhalo as a distinct entity such that
the evolution of satellite galaxies is tracked within parent haloes.
The discrete baryonic components typically tracked in a mod-
ern semi-analytic galaxy formation model consist of a galaxy disc,
a galaxy bulge/spheroid, a diffuse gas halo and a reservoir of gas
that has been ejected from the galaxy by feedback. The quantities
tracked for each of these components typically include the total
mass, the magnitude of the angular momentum, the metal content
and a set of scale lengths that specify the spatial distribution, as-
suming idealised density profiles. These quantities are evolved en-
forcing mass conservation and (typically) total angular momentum
conservation. Galaxy formation is expected to be a highly dissipa-
tive process and so energy conservation is not usually explicitly
tracked (although see Monaco et al. 2007). However, individual
physical processes do often contain energetic considerations, for
example in the computation of a radiative cooling timescale for hot
diffuse halo gas.
A simplified, linearised version of the mass conservation
equations for a central subhalo in GALFORM is

M˙diffuse
M˙ISM
M˙ejected
M˙?
 =

fBM˙H
0
0
0

+

− 1
τinfall
0 1
τret
0
1
τinfall
− (1−R+βml)
τ?
0 0
0 βml
τ?
− 1
τret
0
0 0 (1−R)
τ?
0


Mdiffuse
MISM
Mejected
M?
 (2)
where Mdiffuse is the mass in a diffuse gas halo, MISM is the mass
in the interstellar medium,Mejected is the mass in a reservoir of gas
ejected from the galaxy by feedback, M? is the mass in stars and
MH is the total halo mass. fB is the cosmic baryon fraction, τinfall
is the timescale for halo gas to infall onto a disc, τ? is the disc star
formation timescale, R is the mass fraction returned from stars to
the ISM through stellar mass loss, βml is the efficiency of SNe feed-
back5 and τret is the return timescale for gas ejected by feedback.
Alongside Eqn 2, there is also a corresponding set of equations for
metal mass and angular momentum. Here, we have neglected the
distinction between the disc and bulge/spheroid for simplicity and
we have written the star formation law as being linear in the ISM
gas mass (which is not the case for GALFORM models following
Lagos et al. 2011).
The source term in Eqn 2 is the halo accretion rate, M˙H, scaled
5 Specifically βml is the mass loading factor, defined as the ratio of the
mass outflow rate from galaxies to the star formation rate.
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by the cosmic baryon fraction, fB, to give the baryonic accretion
rate. The stellar mass reservoir, M?, acts as a sink term because
stellar recycling is implemented with the instantaneous recycling
approximation (Cole et al. 2000). The strongly coupled nature of
galaxy formation is encoded in the off-diagonal terms of Eqn 2.
Several of these terms (τinfall, τ? and βml) depend in a non-linear
fashion on different combinations of the halo density profile, halo
mass accretion history, halo spin, disc angular momentum and dif-
fuse halo metal content, such that the coupling between various
aspects of the model is implicitly tighter than is shown explicitly in
Eqn 2.
The terms that appear in the central matrix of Eqn 2 represent
distinct physical processes, some of which are analogous to the in-
clusion of the subgrid models included in EAGLE. These include
star formation (τ?), stellar recycling (R) and the energy injection
from stellar feedback (βml). Other processes are not modelled by
subgrid models in EAGLE and emerge naturally within the hydro-
dynamical simulation (although these will still be affected by un-
certain subgrid modelling). These include gas infall from a diffuse
halo (characterised by τinfall) and reincorporation from a reservoir
of gas ejected from the galaxy by feedback back into the diffuse
halo (τret).
Additional physical processes included in GALFORM but not
shown in Eqn. 2 include metal enrichment of the ISM, the growth
of central SMBHs and the resulting AGN feedback, ram-pressure
stripping of satellite galaxies, spheroid formation through galaxy
mergers and disc instabilities, nuclear starbursts and the suppres-
sion of gas accretion onto small haloes by the UV background after
reionization (for a complete overview see Lacey et al. 2016).
Table 1 presents a brief summary of the relevant physical pro-
cesses included in GALFORM and EAGLE, sorted by the order in
which they discussed in the following sections. More details for
these physical processes are given in Appendix A.
2.4 Subhalo identification & merger trees
In both GALFORM and EAGLE, haloes are identified first as groups
using a friends-of-friends (FoF) algorithm, adopting a dimension-
less linking length of b = 0.2 (Davis et al. 1985). FoF groups are
split into subhaloes of bound particles using the SUBFIND algorithm
(Springel et al. 2001; Dolag et al. 2009). For EAGLE, galaxies are
then defined as the baryonic particles bound to a given subhalo. For
each FoF group, the subhalo containing the particle with the lowest
value of the gravitational potential is defined as hosting the central
galaxy and other subhaloes are defined as hosting satellite galaxies.
Galaxy centres are based on the position of the particle with the
lowest gravitational potential.
In GALFORM, haloes are identified in the same way using the
dark-matter-only version of the referenceL100N1504 EAGLE sim-
ulation. Unlike in EAGLE, groups of subhaloes are then grouped to-
gether by the DHALO algorithm presented by Jiang et al. (2014).
This algorithm sets the distinction between central and satellite
galaxies using information from the progenitors of a given subhalo.
In detail, subhaloes are flagged as satellites for the first time when
they first enter within twice the half-mass radius of a more massive
subhalo and if they have lost at least 25% of their past maximum
mass (see Appendix A3 in Jiang et al. 2014). Once a subhalo is
identified as a satellite, this status is then preserved for all its de-
scendants for which it is considered the main progenitor. This leads
to situations where galaxies are still considered to be satellites even
if they have escaped outside the virial radius of a parent host halo
and out into the field (see Guo et al. 2016, for a discussion of the
importance of this choice and a comparison with the implementa-
tion in the L-GALAXIES model).
We define halo masses in EAGLE (only for central subhaloes)
as M200, the total mass enclosed within a radius within which the
mean internal density is 200 times the critical density of the Uni-
verse. Internally within GALFORM, halo masses are defined sim-
ply as the sum of the mass of each subhalo associated with a given
DHALO (denoted asMDH). The masses of each subhalo are defined
simply as the sum of the particles considered gravitationally bound
by SUBFIND to that subhalo. We have also measured M200 for cen-
tral galaxies from the EAGLE dark-matter-only simulation and we
use these masses for GALFORM galaxies when comparing galaxy
properties at a given halo mass to EAGLE. The differences between
these various halo masses are shown in Appendix B. Hereafter, we
denote MH as referring to M200 measured from the hydrodynam-
ical simulations for EAGLE galaxies and M200 measured from the
dark-matter-only simulation for GALFORM galaxies.
As well as the merger trees used in GALFORM, we also con-
struct merger trees for the reference L100N1504 EAGLE hydro-
dynamical simulation using the same subhalo merger tree scheme
that underpins the DHALO algorithm. We use these trees only when
presenting results that involve tracking the main progenitors of EA-
GLE galaxies in time. We define the main progenitor as the sub-
halo progenitor containing the most bound particle. For the merger
trees constructed from the hydrodynamical simulation, we ensure
in post-processing that the main progenitor is always a dark-matter
subhalo, as opposed to a fragmented clump of star and black hole
particles.
2.5 Matching haloes
To compare galaxies between EAGLE and GALFORM on an object-
by-object basis, we match haloes between the reference EAGLE
simulation (L100N1504) with the corresponding dark-matter-only
simulation, following the methodology of Schaller et al. (2015b).
Haloes are matched using unique dark matter particle identifiers
(IDs). For each subhalo in the reference EAGLE simulation, the 50
most bound dark matter particles are identified and cross-matched
against the particle IDs of subhaloes in the dark-matter-only simu-
lation. If more than half of these particles are found to be associated
with a given subhalo in the dark-matter-only simulation, and over
half of the corresponding 50 most bound particles from that subhalo
belong to the former subhalo (such that the match is bijective), then
the match is considered positive. This matching procedure is per-
formed for a selection of redshifts (z = 0, 2 & 3.9). The matching
statistics are listed in Table 2.
2.6 Compartmentalization
For each baryonic component that is included in GALFORM, we
assign baryonic particles to a corresponding component in EAGLE.
We first assign baryonic particles to a given subhalo as described in
Section 2.4. The baryonic particles associated with a given subhalo
and then assigned to one of the following reservoirs:
• Stars-galaxy, M? - stars associated with the galaxy.
• Stars-ICL, M?,ICL - stars associated with the intra-cluster
medium.
• Halo gas, Mdiffuse - diffuse circumgalactic halo gas.
• ISM gas, MISM - gas in the ISM of the galaxy.
• Ejected gas, Mejected - gas that has been ejected (but not later
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–30
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GALFORM EAGLE
Star formation threshold Disc star formation traces molecular hydrogen.
Molecular hydrogen fraction depends on mid-plane
gas pressure, which in turn depends on disc gas and
stellar mass, and disc size.
Star formation occurs in gas above a local density
and metallicity dependent threshold.
Star formation law Disc star formation rate is linear in molecular gas
mass.
Star formation rate scales with local gas pressure,
analogous to a Kennicutt-Schmidt law.
Disc angular momentum Disc angular momentum is calculated assuming in-
falling gas conserves angular momentum. Gas and
stars in the disc have equal specific angular momen-
tum.
Angular momentum is computed locally following
gravity and hydrodynamics.
Stellar feedback Gas is ejected from galaxies (and haloes) as stars are
formed, with an efficiency scaling with galaxy circu-
lar velocity.
Thermal energy is injected into the ISM around
young star particles. The average energy injection
scales with local gas density and metallicity. Gas is
always heated by ∆T = 107.5 K.
Black hole growth SMBHs grow during galaxy mergers and disc insta-
bilities.
SMBHs grow from surrounding ISM with an
Eddington-limited Bondi accretion rate.
AGN feedback SMBHs truncate gas infall onto the disc if the sur-
rounding halo is quasi-hydrostatic and the SMBH
injects enough energy to offset the radiative cooling
rate.
Accreting SMBHs inject thermal energy into the sur-
rounding ISM with a fixed average efficiency. Gas is
always heated by ∆T = 108.5 K.
Gas return Gas ejected from haloes by stellar feedback returns
to the halo over a halo dynamical time.
Gas return depends on particle trajectories which
follow gravity and hydrodynamics. These trajecto-
ries are (presumably) sensitive to stellar and AGN
feedback parameters, including the heating tempera-
ture.
Gas infall Gas infall onto galaxy discs is either limited by grav-
itational freefall or radiative cooling timescales, de-
pending on halo gas and dark matter density profiles,
halo gas metallicity, and the time elapsed since halo
mass-doubling events.
Gas infall is computed locally following gravity and
hydrodynamics.
Table 1. Summary of the modelling of physical processes which are relevant to the results presented in this study, sorted by the order in which these processes
are discussed.
log(M? /M) 8− 9 9− 10 10− 11 11− 12
z=0.0 ftot 0.79 0.91 0.96 0.96
fc 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.98
fs 0.55 0.81 0.91 0.88
z=2.0 ftot 0.84 0.95 0.95 1
fc 0.98 0.98 0.96 1
fs 0.57 0.87 0.91 1
z=3.85 ftot 0.91 0.97 0.95 -
fc 0.97 0.98 0.95 -
fs 0.66 0.91 0.85 -
Table 2. Statistics for successful matches between haloes in the dark-
matter-only and reference EAGLE simulation. Binning galaxies by stel-
lar mass in EAGLE, the fractions of successful matches for central, satel-
lite and all galaxies (fc, fs and ftot respectively) are presented for three
different redshifts. Note that at z = 3.85, there are no galaxies with
M? > 1011 M. Here, we use EAGLE rather than GALFORM to define
whether matched galaxies are considered centrals or satellites.
reincorporated) from the subhalo. Note that this reservoir therefore
(only) includes particles that are not bound to the subhalo.
The galactic stellar component is straightforwardly defined as
the stellar particles within 30 pkpc of the subhalo centre, follow-
ing Schaye et al. (2015). This aperture is used to make a distinction
between stars in the galaxy and the significant, extended intraclus-
ter light component that exists around massive, M? ∼ 1011 M
galaxies in EAGLE. We do not include such an aperture for GAL-
FORM galaxies at present because the corresponding massive galax-
ies have much smaller half-light radii than in EAGLE (Guo et al.
2016). When analysing results from EAGLE, we do not attempt to
distinguish between stellar disc and spheroid components. Unless
otherwise stated, all stellar properties presented from GALFORM
are computed by summing bulge and disc components.
In GALFORM, the ISM consists of two components: a rotation-
ally supported gas disc and a nuclear component that is associated
with bursts of star formation. The remaining gas within a given
subhalo is then grouped together as a circumgalactic halo-gas com-
ponent. We define a corresponding ISM component in EAGLE by
selecting gas particles within a given subhalo that are either rota-
tionally supported against collapse to the halo centre or are spatially
coincident with the galactic stellar component.
We select rotationally supported gas particles as those that sat-
isfy both
− 0.2 < log10
(
2k,rot
grav
)
< 0.2, (3)
and
ek,rot
ek,rad + eth
> 2, (4)
where k,rot is the rotational specific kinetic energy associated with
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–30
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motion orthogonal to the radial vector orientated from the gas par-
ticle to the subhalo centre6. k,rad is the corresponding specific
kinetic energy associated with radial motion. grav is the specific
gravitational energy defined as GM(r)/r and eth is the specific
internal energy.
Eqn 3 acts to select gas particles that have the correct ro-
tational kinetic energy to be in rotational equilibrium against the
gravitational potential at a given radius. Eqn 4 acts to remove par-
ticles with significant radial motion or with significant thermal en-
ergy. Put together, Eqns 3 and 4 act to separate the rotationally
supported ISM from a diffuse, hot gaseous halo or from radially
infalling accretion streams.
In addition to rotationally supported gas, we also select gas
particles that are spatially coincident with the stellar galactic com-
ponent. Specifically, we select any dense gas (nH > 0.03 cm−3)
that is within twice the half-mass radius, r1/2,? of the stellar com-
ponent of the subhalo. This acts to select dense, nuclear ISM gas
that is typically pressure supported because of the imposed ISM
equation of state in EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015).
Finally, we apply a number of radial cuts that act to remove
distant, rotationally supported material that is clearly not spatially
coincident with the ISM. For inert, passive galaxies with no cen-
trally peaked ISM component, additional care must be taken to use
radial cuts appropriate for these systems.
Specifically, we assign gas particles to the ISM in EAGLE by
applying the following selection criteria in the following order:
(i) We require that ISM gas must be cooler than 105 K or be
denser than 500 hydrogen nuclei per cubic centimeter.
(ii) We require that the ISM must be rotationally supported
(Eqns 3 and 4) or be dense (nH > 0.03 cm−3) and within 2r1/2,?.
(iii) We remove ISM gas that is beyond half the halo virial radius
(this step is only applied for central galaxies).
(iv) We remove remaining ISM gas that is beyond 2 r90,ISM
(non-iteratively). The radius enclosing 90% of the ISM mass,
r90,ISM, is calculated after the previous selection criteria have al-
ready been applied.
(v) If the galaxy has a remaining ISM gas ratio ofMISM/M? <
0.1, we apply a passive-galaxy correction and remove ISM gas be-
yond 5r1/2,?.
A more detailed justification and discussion of these ISM def-
initions is given in Appendix C, along with a number of examples.
Importantly, we find that the resulting ISM mass can be signifi-
cantly different compared to if the ISM is instead defined simply as
star-forming gas (see also Section 4.1). We also show that the ISM
definition used here is similar at low redshifts to selecting mass in
neutral hydrogen within a 30 pkpc aperture, as used in Lagos et al.
(2015). However, at higher redshifts (z > 2), increasingly large
fractions of hydrogen in the radially infalling CGM are in a neutral
phase. As such, the ISM definition used here starts to diverge from
taking neutral gas within an aperture.
Appendix C also demonstrates the important point that a sim-
ple decomposition of baryons within haloes into distinct compo-
nents does not always provide a good description of the complex
nature of what truly occurs in simulations and in reality. The sep-
aration between the CGM and a rotation/pressure/dispersion sup-
ported ISM can be a well posed question for many galaxies, par-
6 Note that there is therefore no preferred rotation direction in our ISM
selection criteria and no distinction is made between gas particles that are
corotating and those that are counter-rotating with respect to the ensemble.
ticularly at low redshift. For some galaxies however, the distinc-
tion becomes much less clear. Appendix C shows an example of a
massive, high-redshift star forming galaxy with dense, star-forming
gas distributed over a significant fraction of the halo virial radius.
For such galaxies, the assumption that there is a centrally concen-
trated ISM which is in dynamical equilibrium clearly starts to break
down.
With gas particles belong to the ISM selected, we assign the
remaining (non-ISM) gas particles associated with a given subhalo
to a diffuse halo-gas component. Finally, we also define a reservoir
of gas that has been ejected beyond the virial radius by feedback.
Note that gas that has been previously ejected but has since been
reincorporated back inside the halo virial radius is not counted in
this ejected gas reservoir. In GALFORM, this reservoir is explic-
itly tracked. For EAGLE, we estimate the mass in this reservoir,
Mejected, by taking the difference
Mejected = fB MH −MB (5)
where fB is the cosmic baryon fraction and MB is the total bary-
onic mass (including satellite subhaloes) within R200. Under this
approximation, gas that was prevented from ever being accreted
onto the halo in EAGLE is also included in the ejected gas reservoir
(assuming the halo would otherwise accrete gas at the cosmolog-
ical baryon fraction). In future work, we plan to more accurately
compute the properties of this reservoir by tracking the past/future
trajectories of gas particles accreted onto haloes.
2.7 Model calibration
Both GALFORM and the EAGLE simulations contain a number of
model parameters that can be adjusted to reproduce observational
constraints. The resulting calibration process is typically performed
by hand without any statistically rigorous exploration of the model
parameter space, although this machinery has been developed and
applied for semi-analytic models in recent years (e.g. Henriques
et al. 2013; Benson 2014; Lu et al. 2014; Rodrigues et al. 2017).
This calibration approach is necessary primarily because it is not
possible at present to simulate the resolved physics of star forma-
tion and feedback or to model the resulting effects from first prin-
ciples. The observational constraints on model parameters range
from direct constraints like the observed Kennicutt-Schmidt star
formation law to indirect constraints such as the luminosity func-
tion of galaxies. Broadly speaking, parameters relating to star for-
mation can be calibrated directly (Schaye 2004; Schaye & Dalla
Vecchia 2008; Lagos et al. 2011) while parameters relating to stel-
lar feedback, SMBH accretion and AGN feedback are calibrated
using indirect constraints. For the scientific work performed using
GALFORM and EAGLE, the underlying philosophy regarding cali-
bration is that a minimal set of observations are used to adequately
constrain the model parameter spaces, and that following calibra-
tion the models can be compared to other observables with some
degree of predictive power (Cole et al. 2000; Schaye et al. 2015).
Calibration of the model parameters in the EAGLE simulations
is described in Schaye et al. (2015) and Crain et al. (2015). Cal-
ibration of the model parameters for the GALFORM model used
here follows Guo et al. (2016). Briefly, GALFORM was calibrated
to match the observed local luminosity functions in the bJ and K
bands from Norberg et al. (2002) and Driver et al. (2012), as well
as the SMBH-bulge mass relation from Ha¨ring & Rix (2004). EA-
GLE was calibrated to match the local stellar mass functions in-
ferred from observations by Li & White (2009) and Baldry et al.
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(2012), the local stellar mass-size relation from Shen et al. (2003)
and Baldry et al. (2012) and the SMBH mass versus total stellar
mass relation from McConnell & Ma (2013)7.
While EAGLE and GALFORM were calibrated using different
observational datasets, Trayford et al. (2015) have demonstrated
that EAGLE agrees well with observed u and K-band luminosity
functions. The GALFORM model used here predicts a similar stellar
mass function to EAGLE at z = 0, albeit with a slight deficit of
galaxies around the knee. Galaxy sizes at z = 0 in GALFORM do
not agree with observations (see Appendix D). Black hole masses
are comparable between EAGLE and GALFORM at z = 0 (see Ap-
pendix E).
3 COMPARING STELLAR MASSES
A zeroth order comparison between the reference GALFORM model
used here and the reference EAGLE simulation is shown in Fig. 1,
which shows the distribution of stellar mass at a given halo mass
for central galaxies. By construction, the two models are in approx-
imate agreement at z = 0 where both models have been calibrated
to similar constraints. The models then diverge at z = 2, 3.85, such
that GALFORM has a steeper relation between stellar mass and halo
mass.
Compared to EAGLE, GALFORM has a significantly larger
scatter in stellar mass at a halo mass ∼ 1012M. For EA-
GLE, Matthee et al. (2017) showed that 0.04 dex of the scatter is
connected to halo concentrations (or equivalently halo assembly
times), with the remaining scatter being uncorrelated to any of the
(dark matter only) halo properties they explored. In appendix B of
Mitchell et al. (2016), we showed that the enhanced scatter at this
halo mass range in GALFORM is caused by the differing efficiency
of SNe feedback (and hence the efficiency of stellar mass assem-
bly in a holistic sense) between quiescent star formation in discs
and triggered nuclear star formation associated with galaxy merg-
ers and disc instabilities (see also the discussion in Guo et al. 2016).
This differring efficiency is caused by scaling the efficiency of SNe
feedback with disc circular velocity for disc star formation and scal-
ing with bulge circular velocity for SNe feedback associated with
triggered nuclear star formation. This in turn leads to a bimodal dis-
tribution in stellar mass at a given halo mass in the mass range for
which the contributions to the total stellar mass from stars formed
in discs and stars formed in nuclear bursts are comparable 8.
Fig. 2 compares the stellar masses of matched individual
galaxies from the two reference models. At z = 0, the medians
of the distribution are approximately consistent with a unity ratio
between the two models. This primarily reflects the fact that both
models are calibrated by luminosity/stellar mass function data from
the local Universe. Of more interest is the scatter in the distribution.
Taking the average over stellar mass bins for M? > 108 M, the
mean 1σ scatter in the logarithmic distribution is σ = 0.37 dex.
7 EAGLE was compared to the latter data set using the AGN feedback pa-
rameter value from the OWLS model. The fit was deemed satisfactory, so
no calibration was necessary. However, Booth & Schaye (2009, 2010) have
shown that the black hole masses are determined by the subgrid AGN feed-
back efficiency.
8 The mass range for which this occurs is set by AGN feedback in the
sense that it acts to prevent late-time disc star formation from overwhelming
the contribution from nuclear star formation which tends to dominate in
massive galaxies at high redshift (Lacey et al. 2016).
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Figure 1. Distribution of stellar mass as a function of halo mass for central
galaxies. Each panel corresponds to a different redshift, as labelled. Blue
points show the 16, 50 and 84th percentiles for the reference GALFORM
model. Red points show the corresponding information for the reference
EAGLE simulation. Abundance matching results from Behroozi et al. (2013)
and Moster et al. (2013) are shown as dashed and solid black lines. The
shaded regions show the assumed/best-fit intrinsic scatter in the distribution.
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Figure 2. Ratio of the stellar mass in GALFORM to the stellar mass in EAGLE
plotted as a function of stellar mass in EAGLE. Each panel corresponds to
a different redshift, as labelled. Points and error bars show the 16, 50 and
84th percentiles of the distribution. σ quantifies the 68% range scatter for
all, central and satellite galaxies, computed by taking the mean of the scatter
for bins over the stellar mass range, M? > 108 M.
As such, GALFORM typically yields the same stellar masses as EA-
GLE galaxies to within a factor 2.3 at z = 0 . This significantly ex-
ceeds the scatter in halo mass between matched haloes from the EA-
GLE hydrodynamical and dark-matter-only simulations (0.04 dex
at z = 0, see Appendix B). It is notable that the level of scatter
is elevated for 10 < log(M?/M) < 10.5. This reflects the in-
creased scatter in stellar mass at a given halo mass seen in Fig. 1
for this mass range.
At z = 2 and z = 4, the medians of the distribution are
no longer consistent with a ratio of unity, reflecting the different
shapes of the M? −MH distributions predicted by the two models
at these redshifts (see Fig. 1). The scatter around the median drops
with increasing redshift, indicating that the stellar masses of indi-
vidual galaxies gradually diverge between the models as the galax-
ies evolve. Decomposing the scatter between central and satellite
galaxies shows that satellites are equivalent to central galaxies in
the level of agreement between the models. We explore the under-
lying reasons for the overall level of scatter seen in Fig. 2 in Sec-
tion 8.1, where we show that the implementation of gas infall and
AGN feedback in GALFORM leads to artificially oscillating bary-
onic assembly histories for individual galaxies.
4 STAR FORMATION AND THE ISM
4.1 Star formation threshold
In EAGLE, a local metallicity-dependent density threshold is used
to decide which gas particles are star-forming (Schaye et al. 2015).
In GALFORM, star formation occurs in molecular gas, and the for-
mation of a molecular phase is explicitly computed following em-
pirical correlations inferred from observations (Lagos et al. 2011).
Further details of the modelling are presented in Appendix A1.
Fig. 3 shows the mass fraction of ISM gas that is actively
forming stars. In both reference models, this distribution evolves
with redshift, reflecting the evolution of galaxy disc surface density
profiles, the incidence of disc instabilities and galaxy mergers in
GALFORM, and the evolution in local ISM density and metallicity
in EAGLE. At z = 0, the two models display qualitatively differ-
ent behaviour. While both models predict high star-forming ISM
fractions for massive galaxies (where overall gas fractions are very
low), GALFORM predicts significantly lower star-forming fractions
in low-mass galaxies.
In the reference EAGLE simulation, the gas-phase mass-
metallicity relation is shallow at z = 0, in tension with observa-
tional constraints which imply a lower gas metallicity in low-mass
galaxies (See figure 13 in Schaye et al. 2015). As such, we expect
that were EAGLE to predict more realistic metallicities for low-mass
galaxies, the star-forming ISM fraction would be correspondingly
lower. We can test this hypothesis by considering the higher reso-
lution recalibrated EAGLE model (magenta lines in Fig. 3). In this
model, the mass-metallicity relation is steeper, in better agreement
with observations (Schaye et al. 2015). Correspondingly, Fig. 3
shows that the star-forming ISM fraction is smaller for this model
in low-mass galaxies.
While GALFORM does not reproduce the observed metallici-
ties either (see Guo et al. 2016), this is irrelevant for star forma-
tion because the star formation threshold has no metallicity depen-
dence in this model. Unlike EAGLE, however, GALFORM predicts
galaxy sizes for low-mass late-type (disc) galaxies that are too large
compared to observations in GALFORM (the galaxy size distribu-
tions as a function of stellar mass are shown in Appendix D). As
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Figure 3. Mass fraction of hydrogen in the ISM that is star-forming as a
function of stellar mass. Red and blue lines show the distributions from EA-
GLE and GALFORM respectively. Magenta lines show the distribution from
the higher resolution, recalibrated EAGLE model. Solid lines show the medi-
ans and dashed lines show the 16 and 84th percentiles of the distributions.
Small grey, green and blue points show respectively observational data from
the HRS, ALLSMOG, GASS plus COLD GASS surveys (Catinella et al.
2010; Saintonge et al. 2011; Boselli et al. 2014; Bothwell et al. 2014). Each
panel corresponds to a different redshift, as labelled.
such, gas surface densities (for a given ISM mass) will be unre-
alistically low in low-mass galaxies, potentially leading to unreal-
istically low molecular gas fractions. Observational data from the
Herschel Reference Survey (HRS, Boselli et al. 2014), the APEX
low-redshift legacy survey for molecular gas (ALLSMOG, Both-
well et al. 2014), the Galex Aricebo SDSS survey (GASS, Catinella
et al. 2010) and the CO legacy database for GASS (COLD GASS,
Saintonge et al. 2011) indicate that is indeed the case, with a signif-
icant number of detected galaxies with higher molecular-to-atomic
gas fractions than is predicted by GALFORM for stellar masses
lower than 1010 M. The data also indicates that there are massive
galaxies with lower molecular-to-total ISM gas fractions than those
predicted by either GALFORM or EAGLE (taking molecular-to-total
ratio as a proxy for the star-forming to total ISM ratios shown for
EAGLE).
At higher redshifts, Fig. 3 shows that the fraction of mass
in the star-forming ISM in the two reference models comes into
slightly better agreement. Qualitative differences remain however.
At z = 2, GALFORM exhibits a steeper trend with stellar mass. At
z = 3.85, the star-forming ISM fraction is systematically higher
by 20% in GALFORM at all stellar masses.
4.2 Star formation law
In EAGLE, star-forming gas is turned into stars following a
Kennicutt-Schmidt star formation law, reformulated as a pressure
law (Schaye & Dalla Vecchia 2008; Schaye et al. 2015). In GAL-
FORM, the star formation rate in galaxy discs is linear in the molec-
ular gas mass in the disc, with a constant, empirically constrained
conversion efficiency (Lagos et al. 2011). Further details of this
modelling are presented in Appendix A2.
Fig. 4 shows the SFR per unit star-forming ISM mass for
actively star-forming galaxies (which we define as specific SFR
> 0.01, 0.1, 0.1 Gyr−1 for z = 0, 2, 3.85 respectively 9). At
z = 0, GALFORM has a slightly higher star formation efficiency but
agrees with EAGLE (for both the reference and recalibrated simula-
tions) to within≈ 40%, except for the most massive galaxies in the
simulation. At higher redshifts, the agreement worsens as EAGLE
displays a significant positive trend of efficiency with stellar mass.
Star formation efficiency also increases with redshift at fixed stellar
mass in EAGLE (albeit more strongly for more massive galaxies).
This reflects the changing ISM conditions for the star-forming gas
in EAGLE with mass/redshift. At high-redshift, the typical densities
of star-forming ISM gas increase in the simulation, accordingly in-
creasing the gas pressure and hence the efficiency of star formation,
following Eqn A3 (see figure 12 from Lagos et al. 2015). Despite
assuming that star formation in galaxy discs has a fixed efficiency
for star-forming gas, this effect is somewhat accounted for in GAL-
FORM by the inclusion of explicit nuclear bursts of star formation.
This elevates the net star formation efficiency of a subset of the
massive galaxies at high-redshift, albeit with a very skewed distri-
bution compared to EAGLE.
4.3 Gas fractions
The result of the differing star formation thresholds and efficiencies
(as well as the effect of accretion and outflow rates, which we do not
9 This is guided by the distributions of specific SFR for GALFORM and
EAGLE shown in figure 1 of Mitchell et al. (2014) and figure 7 from Guo
et al. (2016)
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Figure 4. SFR per unit star-forming ISM mass, plotted as a function of
stellar mass for actively star-forming galaxies (see text for details). Red
and blue points show respectively the distributions from the reference EA-
GLE and GALFORM models. Magenta points show the distribution from the
higher resolution, recalibrated EAGLE simulation. Also shown is the SFR
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Figure 5. ISM gas ratios as a function of stellar mass. Red and blue lines
show the distributions from the reference EAGLE and GALFORM models re-
spectively. Magenta lines show the distribution from the higher resolution,
recalibrated EAGLE model. Solid lines show the medians and dashed lines
show the 16 and 84th percentiles of the distributions. Solid grey lines mark
the point below which the number of gas particles in the ISM drops below
100 in the reference EAGLE simulation. The dashed grey lines mark the
corresponding point for the higher resolution, recalibrated EAGLE simula-
tion. Black points show gas ratios of neutral gas from the GASS and COLD
GASS surveys and atomic gas ratios from Brown et al. (2015). For GASS/-
COLD GASS, the error bars indicate the 1 sigma intrinsic scatter of the
distribution. Each panel corresponds to a different redshift, as labelled.
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measure here) are reflected in the galaxy gas-to-stellar mass ratios
(MISM/M?), shown in Fig. 5. For galaxies with M? > 1010M at
z = 0, the two models are consistent with each other and with the
GASS and COLD GASS surveys. At lower masses, the gas ratios in
the reference EAGLE simulation drop until there are typically only
a handful of gas particles in the ISM of a galaxy ofM? ∼ 108 M.
In stark contrast, GALFORM predicts that low-mass galaxies have
much higher gas ratios, such that the gas ratio decreases monoton-
ically with increasing stellar mass. The median gas ratios in GAL-
FORM are consistent with the stacked atomic gas ratios from Brown
et al. (2015) (note that in this regime, the ISM is almost entirely
atomic in GALFORM, see Fig. 3).
At higher redshifts, the two models are in better agreement,
both showing the expected trend of increasing gas ratio with red-
shift (although there is little difference z = 2 and z = 4). Here,
it appears that a higher star formation efficiency in EAGLE (Fig. 4)
is compensated for by a lower fraction of the ISM which is form-
ing stars (Fig. 3). We have confirmed that EAGLE and GALFORM
are indeed very similar at these redshifts in the star formation ef-
ficiency per unit total ISM mass (as opposed to the efficiency per
unit star-forming ISM mass shown in Fig. 4).
Fig. 5 also shows the gas ratios from the higher-resolution,
recalibrated EAGLE model. This indicates that the non-monotonic
behaviour seen for the reference EAGLE model at z = 0 is likely
a resolution effect. The recalibrated model shows similar non-
monotonic behaviour but at a lower stellar mass. The recalibrated
model is in better agreement with GALFORM and the observational
data as a result. Grey solid and dashed lines show the point below
which the number of gas particles in the ISM drops below 100 for
the reference and recalibrated EAGLE models respectively. This in-
dicates that resolution is indeed likely to be an issue for galaxies
with M? < 1010 M in the reference EAGLE model at z = 0 (see
the discussion in Crain et al. 2017) and may also affect the higher-
resolution recalibrated model for M? < 109 M.
To summarise the differences between GALFORM and EAGLE
seen in this section (Fig. 3, 4 and 5), we have demonstrated that
gas-to-stellar mass ratios are much higher in GALFORM than in
EAGLE for low-mass galaxies at z = 0 (with an apparent connec-
tion to numerical resolution in EAGLE), but that the models are in
good agreement at higher redshifts. For low-mass galaxies at low-
redshift, this difference seems to be connected to the difference in
the fraction of the ISM that is star-forming (with GALFORM hav-
ing much lower star-forming ISM fractions). A simple explanation
for this difference in star-forming ISM fraction is that because low-
mass galaxy sizes are significantly larger in GALFORM than in EA-
GLE at z = 0 (see Appendix D), leading to lower gas surface den-
sities at at a given gas fraction and stellar mass in GALFORM. At
higher redshifts, the star-forming ISM fractions are less discrepant
but EAGLE has a significantly higher median star-formation effi-
ciency than GALFORM for the star-forming ISM in massive galax-
ies. This translates to very similar gas-to-stellar mass ratios with re-
spect to GALFORM, partly because the differences in star-forming
ISM fraction and star formation efficiency compensate for each
other, and possibly because the burst mode of star-formation in
GALFORM does indeed compensate for the increased median ef-
ficiency in EAGLE.
5 ANGULAR MOMENTUM
An important difference between EAGLE and GALFORM concerns
the angular momentum of newly-formed stars (for full details of
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Figure 6. Ratio of specific angular momenta of the star-forming ISM,
jISM,SF to that of the total ISM, jISM. Red points show the distribution
from EAGLE. The blue line shows the unity ratio implicitly assumed in
GALFORM. Green points show the distribution GALFORM would predict
were the star-forming disc gas to have angular momentum self-consistent
with the radial profile of molecular hydrogen, assuming a flat rotation curve.
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a different redshift, as labelled.
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angular momentum modelling in GALFORM, see Appendix A3).
In EAGLE, stellar particles self-consistently inherit the angular mo-
mentum of the gas from which they formed. Historically, this was
also the case in older GALFORM models when there was no par-
tition between atomic and molecular gas (and hence no star for-
mation threshold) (Cole et al. 2000). Specifically, it was assumed
that the gas and stars within the disc shared a common radial scale
length and correspondingly had identical specific-angular momen-
tum. While a simplifying assumption, this did ensure that newly-
formed stars had consistent specific angular momentum with the
star-forming gas. After the introduction of a radius-dependent parti-
tion between atomic and molecular hydrogen by Lagos et al. (2011)
this assumption was retained. As such, newly-formed stars in our
reference GALFORM model have the same specific angular momen-
tum as the total ISM gas disc, rather than just that of the star-
forming ISM (molecular hydrogen). Given that the star-forming,
molecular ISM is more centrally concentrated than the atomic ISM
under the Lagos et al. (2011) scheme, this means that newly-formed
stars have inconsistently high specific angular momentum in GAL-
FORM.
This is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 6, where we show the
ratio of (magnitude of the) specific angular momentum in the star-
forming ISM to specific angular momentum in the total ISM. Com-
pared to the unity ratio implicitly assumed in GALFORM, EAGLE
predicts that stars form preferentially out of ISM with lower spe-
cific angular momentum. In other words, star formation is centrally
concentrated in EAGLE. This can be understood as a consequence of
the (metallicity-dependent) density threshold implemented in EA-
GLE. (ISM gas is more likely to pass the threshold at the galaxy
centre where densities are highest). There is significant scatter in
the distribution, presumably reflecting the vector nature of angu-
lar momentum (which is ignored in GALFORM) being affected by
complexity of merger events and accretion flows changing in ori-
entation over time (Lagos et al. 2017a,b).
The green points in Fig. 6 show the ratio of specific angular
momenta that GALFORM would predict were it to self-consistently
compute the angular momentum content of star-forming gas from
the radial profile of molecular hydrogen10. Given that it is other-
wise not defined in the model, we have assumed here that star-
forming nuclear gas present in galaxy bulges has zero (net) angular
momentum, although in practice this choice has negligible effect
on the distributions shown. From Fig. 6, it is apparent that were
GALFORM to self-consistently compute the angular momentum of
the star-forming ISM when computing the angular momentum of
newly-formed stars, then EAGLE and GALFORM would come into
better agreement on average.
The impact of the assumptions regarding specific angular mo-
mentum of newly-formed stars is made clear in Fig. 7. Focussing
first on EAGLE, the red and magenta lines show respectively the
specific angular momenta of stars and the total ISM in EAGLE.
These distributions are separated by almost an order of magnitude
in specific angular momentum at a given stellar mass. The actively
star-forming ISM in EAGLE (green lines) has intermediate specific
angular momentum between the total ISM and stars.
At intermediate stellar masses (M? ∼ 1010 M) at z = 0,
the ISM in EAGLE has the same specific angular momentum as the
10 We emphasise that we have not internally modified the GALFORM
model to perform this calculation, and as such the distribution (and many
other predictions of the model) would likely look different if we were to do
so.
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Figure 7. Specific stellar angular momentum as a function of stellar mass.
Red and blue lines show respectively the distributions of stellar specific an-
gular momentum from the reference EAGLE and GALFORM models. For
GALFORM, we only show stellar mass bins that are disc dominated (such
that stellar specific angular momentum is well defined in the model). Ma-
genta and green lines show respectively the distributions of total ISM and
star-forming ISM specific angular momentum from the reference EAGLE
simulation. Solid lines show the medians and dashed lines show the 16 and
84th percentiles of the distributions. Dotted red, magenta and green lines
show respectively the corresponding median angular momenta from the
higher resolution, recalibrated EAGLE simulation. Solid black lines show
the median specific angular momentum of dark matter haloes at a given
stellar mass in EAGLE. Grey points show galaxies from the THINGS sur-
vey (Obreschkow & Glazebrook 2014). The grey dashed line shows the
power-law fit to the distribution of disc specific angular momentum from
Romanowsky & Fall (2012). Each panel corresponds to a different redshift,
as labelled.
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hosting dark matter haloes (black lines). Interestingly, the specific
angular momentum of the ISM in the EAGLE reference model dips
below the halo specific angular momentum for low-mass galaxies
at z = 0. This is not the case at z = 2, 4 and the z = 0 feature
disappears in the recalibrated EAGLE model (dotted magenta lines).
This difference is presumably related to the much higher gas ratios
predicted by this variant model for low-mass galaxies at z = 0 (and
hence the convergence issues seen in Fig. 5).
To make a comparison between GALFORM and EAGLE in
Fig. 7 for total specific stellar angular momentum (blue and red
lines), we must account for the problem that GALFORM does not
model the angular momenta of galaxy bulges/spheroids. This is par-
ticularly an issue for massive galaxies (which have high bulge-to-
total ratios). For GALFORM, we therefore choose to show disc spe-
cific angular momentum rather than total specific angular momen-
tum and to only show the distribution for stellar mass bins where
at least 70% of the galaxies are disc dominated (Mdisc/Mdisc +
Mbulge > 0.7).
In contrast to EAGLE, GALFORM (blue lines) assumes that the
ISM and stars have the same specific angular momenta in galaxy
discs. Fig. 7 shows that the median stellar specific angular momen-
tum of disc-dominated galaxies in GALFORM can be over an order
of magnitude larger than in EAGLE at a given stellar mass. In GAL-
FORM, disc-dominated galaxies have almost the same stellar (and
ISM) specific angular momentum as the hosting dark matter haloes
(black lines). The corresponding galaxies in EAGLE have much
lower specific stellar angular momentum than their host haloes. On
the other hand, the specific angular momentum of the total ISM in
EAGLE is in good agreement with the specific angular momentum
of GALFORM discs (and so in agreement with the specific angular
momentum of the ISM in GALFORM discs).
At z = 0, we also show observational data for specific stellar
angular momentum of gas-rich spiral galaxies from Romanowsky
& Fall (2012) and Obreschkow & Glazebrook (2014). As discussed
by Lagos et al. (2017b), when selecting EAGLE galaxies with high
gas fractions, EAGLE agrees with the observations quite well, be-
cause gas-rich galaxies have higher specific stellar angular mo-
mentum at a given stellar mass. In contrast, GALFORM predicts a
stellar specific angular momentum which (with some extrapolation
of the observations) is too high for low-mass galaxies. This pic-
ture is consistent with the GALFORM overprediction of low-mass
galaxy sizes in the local Universe (see Appendix D). Put together,
this serves to underline that self-consistently computing the angu-
lar momentum of newly-formed stars from centrally-concentrated
(low-angular momentum) star-forming gas in the ISM is likely a
needed ingredient for future semi-analytic models.
Finally, we note here that the specific angular momentum of
the ISM and stars in EAGLE is (to some extent) sensitive to the
assumed model parameters. For example, increasing the normali-
sation of the star formation law in EAGLE (see Appendix A2) in-
creases slightly the ISM specific angular momentum (not shown
here), as well as lowering the ISM-to-stars mass fraction (Crain
et al. 2017). A simple interpretation of this trend is that increasing
the assumed star formation efficiency depletes more of the star-
forming ISM (by star formation and feedback driven outflows),
increasing the relative importance of the non-star-forming ISM,
which is less centrally concentrated and so has higher specific an-
gular momentum.
6 FEEDBACK
6.1 Stellar feedback, AGN feedback and gas return
timescales
In EAGLE, stellar feedback is implemented locally by injecting ther-
mal energy into gas particles which neighbour young star particles
(Schaye et al. 2015). Gas particles are heated by a fixed temperature
difference, ∆T = 107.5 K, which acts to suppress artificial radia-
tive losses (Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012). The average injected
per supernova explosion is scaled as a function of gas density and
metallicity, ranging between 0.3 and 3 times the canonical energy
of 1051 ergs (with a mean value very close to the canonical value)
(Crain et al. 2015). In GALFORM, stellar feedback is implemented
globally across a given galaxy by ejecting gas from galaxies (and
haloes) with an efficiency that scales with galaxy circular velocity.
More details of this modelling, as well as a discussion of the ener-
getics of stellar feedback in GALFORM, are given in Appendix A4
In EAGLE, AGN feedback is implemented similarly to stellar
feedback, but with a heating temperature of ∆T = 108.5 K (an or-
der of magnitude higher than for stellar feedback) and with a fixed
average efficiency (relative to the SMBH accretion rate). In princi-
ple, this model of AGN feedback can both heat gas in the ISM and
in the halo, and remove gas entirely from haloes. In GALFORM,
AGN feedback acts only to prevent gas infall from the halo onto
galaxy discs, and does not eject gas from haloes. AGN feedback is
activated in GALFORM if the SMBH injects sufficient energy to bal-
ance radiative cooling in the halo, and if the halo is considered to be
in a quasi-hydrostatic state. Further details of this modelling, and of
the modelling of SMBH seeding and growth, are presented in Ap-
pendix A5. We compare the GALFORM and EAGLE distributions of
black hole mass as a function of stellar mass in Appendix E, where
we show that GALFORM does not predict the steep dependence on
stellar mass predicted by EAGLE at z = 2, 4.
Arguably, the most important uncertainty in semi-analytic
galaxy formation models is the fate of outflowing gas that is ejected
from galaxies by feedback (e.g. Henriques et al. 2013; Mitchell
et al. 2014; White et al. 2015; Hirschmann et al. 2016). In GAL-
FORM, this ejected gas is placed into a distinct reservoir and is as-
sumed to return to the diffuse gas halo over a halo dynamical time
(see Appendix A6). While the spatial location of this ejected gas is
not formally defined, we choose to the interpretation that this gas
is outside the halo virial radius (see Appendix A6). Given that the
halo dynamical time is always approximately equal to 10% of the
age of the Universe at a given epoch (independent of halo mass),
ejected gas is rapidly reincorporated back into the diffuse gas halo
in GALFORM. This rapid gas cycling (infall timescales from the dif-
fuse halo onto the disc are also typically of order a halo dynamical
time) forces the model to employ very large mass-loading factors
in order to explain the low observed efficiency of cosmic star for-
mation. This is common to some other semi-analytic models (e.g.
Springel et al. 2001), although see also Somerville et al. (2008b);
Hirschmann et al. (2016).
Importantly, it is assumed in GALFORM that AGN feedback
does not eject gas from galaxies (or from haloes), and instead acts
only to suppress radiative cooling from the diffuse gas halo. Given
the fairly short reincorporation timescale assumed in GALFORM,
this means that the baryon cycle (infall, ejection, reincorporation)
effectively ceases and the halo baryon fraction rapidly reaches the
cosmic mean once AGN feedback becomes active in a given halo
(although see Monaco et al. 2007; Bower et al. 2008; Somerville
et al. 2008b; Bower et al. 2012, for alternative schemes where AGN
can eject gas from haloes).
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Figure 8. Baryon fractions within the halo virial radius for central galax-
ies as a function of halo mass. Baryon fractions are defined relative to the
universal baryon fraction, with a value of unity (blue horizontal line) in-
dicating that the halo contains the universal baryon fraction. Red and blue
points with error bars show the distributions from the reference EAGLE and
GALFORM models respectively. In the mass range where they start to differ
from the reference models, green and magenta points with error bars show
the distributions from GALFORM and EAGLE respectively for models that
do not include AGN feedback. The points with errorbars show the 16, 50
and 84th percentiles of the distributions. The small coloured points without
error bars show individual central galaxies in bins containing few galaxies.
Grey crosses show the baryonic inventory compilation from McGaugh et al.
(2010). Each panel corresponds to a different redshift, as labelled.
In hydrodynamical simulations, gas flows are predicted lo-
cally by self-consistently following gravity and hydrodynamics.
As such, they do not make any explicit assumptions for gas re-
turn timescales. Implicitly however, simulations set the return time
through the details of the subgrid models for feedback. In the case
of EAGLE, outflowing particle trajectories will be sensitive to the
assumed feedback heating temperature. In hydrodynamical sim-
ulations without an explicitly assumed wind speed (and in real-
ity), gas is presumably ejected from galaxies with a broad dis-
tribution of energies (e.g. Christensen et al. 2016). Correspond-
ingly, it is to be expected there will be a distribution of return
timescales among gas particles associated with a wind, ranging
from short timescales (less than a Hubble time, as in GALFORM)
to timescales much longer than a Hubble time, such that the gas ef-
fectively never returns (Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Christensen et al.
2016; Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017; Crain et al. 2017). It is not clear
therefore whether the total return rate should be linear in the mass
of the ejected gas reservoir (as assumed in GALFORM, Eqn A7), or
whether the return rate will tightly correlate with halo properties,
as is assumed in semi-analytic models.
6.2 Halo baryon fractions
While we do not measure mass-loading factors or gas return
timescales from EAGLE for this study (we defer this to future work),
an indirect measure of the efficiency of these processes is given
simply by the mass fraction of baryons within the virial radii of
dark matter haloes. Fig. 8 shows the baryon fractions as a function
of halo mass for a range of redshifts. For all models, the baryon
fractions rise from low values in small haloes to high values in mas-
sive haloes, implying that to first order the baryon cycles in the two
models are similar. However, in detail there are various qualitative
differences.
At a characteristic halo mass ofMH ≈ 1012 M, baryon frac-
tions in GALFORM rapidly approach the cosmic mean. This transi-
tion is significantly more gradual in the reference EAGLE model,
such that the baryon fraction approaches the cosmic mean only in
galaxy clusters (MH ≈ 1014 M). For the models without AGN
feedback (green and magenta points), there is still a difference be-
tween the two models for MH > 1012 M, indicating that SNe
feedback is more effective in EAGLE than in GALFORM in mas-
sive haloes (either because more gas is ejected or because gas takes
longer to return). When AGN feedback is included, EAGLE and
GALFORM show divergent behaviour. AGN feedback acts to reduce
the baryon fractions (either by direct mass ejection or by prevent-
ing primordial accretion or gas return) in massive haloes in EA-
GLE. In GALFORM, AGN feedback does not eject gas and instead
suppresses gas cooling, which in turn acts to suppress future SNe-
driven outflows, resulting in higher baryon fractions than the no-
AGN case.
In practice, suppressing cooling and ejecting gas from haloes
will both act to suppress star formation. Accordingly, the differing
baryon fractions in massive haloes between EAGLE and GALFORM
will not necessarily result in differing stellar mass assembly his-
tories. The ejection/non-ejection of baryons by AGN feedback is
relevant to the predicted X-ray properties of massive haloes how-
ever, as explored in Bower et al. (2008).
In lower-mass haloes, below the regime where AGN feedback
plays a role, the two models come into better agreement but still
show a different evolution with redshift. At z = 4, SNe appear to
be slightly more efficient in removing baryons in GALFORM than in
EAGLE for the lowest-mass haloes shown. At z = 2, the models are
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very comparable and by z = 0, EAGLE has a lower baryon fraction
at a given halo mass in low-mass haloes.
At z = 0, Fig. 8 also shows the baryon inventory compila-
tion from McGaugh et al. (2010), corrected to be consistent with
halo masses defined relative to 200 times the critical density of the
Universe. Both GALFORM and EAGLE agree with the basic qualita-
tive trend of increasing baryon fraction with halo mass (see Haider
et al. 2016, to see that this is not trivially the case in simulations).
For low-mass haloes (MH < 1013 M), the baryonic mass esti-
mates presented in McGaugh et al. (2010) include contributions
only from stars and the ISM, neglecting any CGM contribution (and
so should be considered lower limits). In both GALFORM and EA-
GLE, a significant part of the baryonic mass always belongs to the
CGM component, even in lower mass halos (see Section 7.1).
For the more massive haloes shown in the McGaugh et al.
(2010) compilation, baryonic masses are instead inferred from X-
ray measurements of galaxy groups and clusters. Here, a detailed
self-consistent comparison with X-ray observations that takes into
account observational biases and systematics has not been per-
formed (and is beyond the scope of this paper). However, more de-
tailed comparisons of EAGLE and GALFORM to group and cluster
X-ray measurements have been presented in Bower et al. (2008),
Schaye et al. (2015) and Schaller et al. (2015a). For GALFORM,
Bower et al. (2008) found that the fiducial GALFORM model (sim-
ilar to the one shown here) significantly overpredicts the X-ray
emission from galaxy groups, and that this could be resolved in
a variant model by expelling hot gas from haloes with AGN feed-
back. This simple picture is consistent with how EAGLE behaves.
Schaye et al. (2015) and Schaller et al. (2015a) have compared EA-
GLE to the X-ray content of galaxy groups and clusters, using the
methodology of Le Brun et al. (2014) to perform a self-consistent
comparison. They find that the reference EAGLE model shown here
overpredicts the hot gas content of galaxy groups by about 0.2 dex,
and that this can be resolved by increasing the heating temperature
for AGN feedback. The simple comparison shown here in Fig. 8 is
consistent with this picture.
To summarise, we have shown in this section that the different
implementations of SNe and AGN feedback in GALFORM and EA-
GLE lead to similar baryon fractions in lower-mass haloes, but very
different baryon fractions in group-scale haloes. This is not neces-
sarily important for stellar mass assembly but will have a strong im-
pact on the X-ray properties of galaxy groups (Bower et al. 2008).
7 GALAXY EVOLUTION AND THE BARYON CYCLE
Here, we explore how the physical processes discussed in previous
sections (star formation, feedback and gas cycling) shape galaxy
evolution by presenting the baryonic assembly histories of galaxies
in EAGLE and GALFORM.
The time evolution of the ejected gas reservoir discussed in
Section 6.1 is shown explicitly in Fig. 9, in this case tracing the
main progenitors of central galaxies with 9.75 < log(M?/M) <
10.25 at z = 0. Green lines show the median ejected gas mass
for the two models. Matched at this stellar mass at z = 0, central
galaxies in EAGLE (dashed lines) on average have a higher mass
fraction in the ejected reservoir at all redshifts than in GALFORM,
and the mass in the ejected gas reservoir increases monotonically
with time. In contrast, GALFORM (solid lines) predicts that the me-
dian mass in the ejected reservoir rises with time up until z ≈ 1.5,
before steadily declining until z = 0 (note the ejected reservoir
does not include ejected gas which has been subsequently rein-
corporated). This is a result of the short return timescale assumed
in GALFORM, whereby the ejected gas reservoir closely traces the
evolution of mass in the ISM (solid blue line). In EAGLE, the evo-
lution of the ISM mass (dashed blue line) is fairly steady with time,
rising to a peak and then modestly declining until z = 0. The con-
trast between the evolution of the ISM (slow decline) and ejected
gas reservoir (gradual rise) for z < 1 indicates that the net return
timescale is likely longer in EAGLE than is assumed in GALFORM.
This interpretation is supported by Crain et al. (2017), who saw no
evidence for gas particles directly heated by feedback returning to
galaxies at later times in EAGLE (after inspecting past phase dia-
grams of gas particles selected at a given epoch).
The stellar mass assembly histories (black lines) are in very
good agreement between the two models in this mass bin. Such
a level of agreement does not extend to any of the gas reservoirs
however. This serves to underline that the stellar assembly histories
of galaxies are not enough to constrain the feedback processes in
galaxy formation models. In particular, the median mass in the dif-
fuse gas halo is a factor 4 larger on average in GALFORM compared
to EAGLE. Importantly, the full distribution of masses in the diffuse
gas halo (not shown) is significantly wider in GALFORM. We return
to this issue in Section 8 when discussing the infall/cooling model
used in GALFORM.
The upper-right panel of Fig. 9 shows the star formation (cyan)
and stellar mass assembly histories (time derivative of the stellar
mass, shown in black) of the same selection of galaxies. The peak
of star formation is slightly later in EAGLE with respect to GAL-
FORM, which leads to better agreement with the observed decline
in specific-star formation rates (Mitchell et al. 2014; Furlong et al.
2015). In Mitchell et al. (2014), it was demonstrated that such a
delay in the star formation peak is only possible by introducing a
very strong redshift evolution in the gas-return timescale or mass-
loading factor, significantly beyond what is possible in the standard
GALFORM parameter space. Interestingly, there is also a small con-
tribution in EAGLE from star formation that takes place outside the
ISM (yellow line), a possibility that is not considered in GALFORM.
Visually (see Fig. C2), we find that radially-infalling star-forming
gas can start to fragment and form stars before settling into rota-
tional equilibrium closer to the halo centre.
The lower-left panel of Fig. 9 shows the evolution in specific
angular momentum of different baryonic components. Specific an-
gular momentum increases monotonically with cosmic time for all
components in both models, in accordance with tidal torque theory
Catelan & Theuns (1996), (see Lagos et al. 2017b, for an analysis
of in the context of EAGLE). Interestingly, there is a much greater
level of segregation in specific angular momentum between dif-
ferent baryonic components in EAGLE compared to GALFORM. In
GALFORM, angular momentum is conserved for gas infalling onto
galaxies. Furthermore, it is assumed that outflowing gas ejected by
SNe feedback has the same specific angular momentum as the over-
all ISM. Consequently, the ISM (solid-blue line) has very similar
specific angular momentum to the diffuse gas halo (solid-red line)
as it evolves. The stellar specific angular momentum (solid black
line) is not fully defined in GALFORM (see Section 5) because the
angular momentum of galaxy bulges is not tracked. We choose to
set the bulge angular momentum to zero. The resulting stellar spe-
cific angular momentum should therefore be regarded as a lower
limit (as bulges/spheroids do rotate). Even as a lower limit how-
ever, the stellar specific angular momentum in GALFORM is still
significantly higher than in EAGLE.
In EAGLE, the ISM and the stellar components abruptly de-
couple in specific angular momentum at redshift ≈ 6, after which
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Figure 9. Baryonic assembly histories as a function of lookback time for central galaxies with stellar masses in the range, 9.75 < log(M?/M) < 10.25,
at z = 0. Here, the main progenitors of galaxies selected at z = 0 are traced backwards in time. Different line colours correspond to different baryonic
components, as labelled. Solid lines show the average histories from GALFORM. Dashed lines show the corresponding histories from EAGLE. Top-left: Median
mass in different baryonic components. Top-right: Mean time derivative of the stellar mass (black), and mean ISM (cyan) and non-ISM (halo SFR, yellow)
star formation rates. Note that this panel is shown on a linear scale. Bottom-left: Median specific angular momentum in different baryonic components. For
GALFORM, we set the (otherwise undefined) specific angular momentum of galaxy bulges to zero. The average stellar disc specific angular momentum in
GALFORM is identical to that of the ISM (solid blue line). For EAGLE only, we also show the specific angular momentum of the star-forming ISM in this panel
(cyan dashed line). Bottom-right: Median metallicity in different baryonic components.
the ISM has a factor ≈ 6 larger specific angular momentum. The
transition redshift marks the point at which the star-forming ISM
(dashed cyan line) starts to decouple from the total ISM. It also
marks the point at which the previously formed stellar mass is sig-
nificant enough that the past average specific angular momentum
(represented by the stars) drops below the ISM value.
Another interesting feature of the lower-left panel of Fig. 9
is that the halo gas specific angular momentum (dashed red line)
in EAGLE is positively offset with respect to the ISM (by a fac-
tor ∼ 2.5 at z = 0). This behaviour is not predicted to the same
extent by GALFORM, and not at all for z > 1. This closer coevo-
lution of the ISM and halo gas in GALFORM stems first from the
assumption that angular momentum of gas is conserved as it con-
denses from the halo component onto a galaxy disc. Secondly, infall
rates onto galaxy discs in GALFORM are high enough in the non-
quasi-hydrostatic regime that all of the halo gas at a given epoch
will be accreted onto the disc. The segregation of specific angular
momentum between these components in EAGLE is therefore sug-
gestive that angular momentum is either not exactly conserved for
infalling material (see Stevens et al. 2017, for a similar conclusion),
or that infalling material is preferentially low-angular momentum
compared to the overall halo gas reservoir. It also seems likely that
infall rates may be lower than in GALFORM, such that more radially
distant, high angular momentum gas is never accreted onto galax-
ies.
The lower-right panel of Fig. 9 shows the evolution in metal-
licity for different baryonic components. GALFORM predicts that
the median metallicity in each component closely traces each of
the others with the median ISM metallicity positively offset by 60%
from stellar metallicity at z = 0. In contrast, EAGLE predicts that
the ISM and stellar components have almost identical metal content
at z = 0 and co-evolve very closely (the upturn at high-redshift
in the ISM metallicity is caused by galaxies dropping out of the
sample as they can no longer be identified by the halo finder, with
the remaining galaxies probably being unusually metal enriched
at these redshifts). EAGLE also predicts that the diffuse halo gas
component is negatively offset in metallicity by a factor that grows
fractionally with time, reaching a factor ≈ 7 by z = 0.
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In GALFORM, metals are exchanged between different compo-
nents such that they linearly trace the total baryonic mass exchange.
As such, it is assumed that the metal-loading factor (ratio of metal
ejection rate from the ISM to the rate with that ISM metals are
locked into stars by star formation) is the same as the mass-loading
factor. This need not be the case (e.g. Creasey et al. 2015; Lagos
et al. 2013). Furthermore, GALFORM assumes that newly-formed
stars form with the metallicity of the total ISM component, ne-
glecting any possible radial gradients that could lead to differences
between the average metallicity of star-forming gas and total ISM.
Combined with the difference in mass exchange rates implied by
the contrasting predictions shown in the upper-left panel of Fig. 9,
it is therefore somewhat challenging to interpret the differences in
metal evolution between the two models. That the diffuse gas halo
metallicity is significantly lower in EAGLE than the ISM and stellar
components does suggest that considerably less baryon cycling is
taking place compared to GALFORM, suggesting a longer gas return
timescale.
7.1 Mass dependence
Fig. 10 shows the same information as the upper-left panel of
Fig. 9 but plotted for a range of stellar mass bins. Overall, the
two models come into better agreement for lower mass galaxies
(M? = 109, 109.5 M) but increasingly disagree for more massive
galaxies (M? = 1010.5, 1011 M). For the lower mass galaxies,
the ejected gas reservoir dominates the mass budget in both mod-
els. The stellar mass in these galaxies forms later in GALFORM and
GALFORM contains systematically higher ISM content at all red-
shifts, presumably resulting in more prolonged star formation his-
tories.
For more massive galaxies (lower panels), the two models
quickly start to diverge at high-redshift in the mass of the ejected
gas reservoir. In GALFORM, the ejected gas reservoir mass peaks
at z ≈ 3 before steadily declining down to z = 0. In EAGLE,
the ejected gas reservoir mass does not peak and continues to rise
until low-redshift and is always comparable to, or greater in mass
than the diffuse halo gas component. In GALFORM, the diffuse halo
component completely dominates over the ejected gas reservoir by
z = 0. As shown in Fig. 8, this primarily reflects the different im-
plementations of AGN feedback in the two models.
It is also notable that the total baryonic mass is significantly
larger in EAGLE than in GALFORM for the higher mass stellar mass
bins shown. In this stellar mass range, the M? - MH relation is
shallow, such that a small difference in stellar mass leads to a large
difference in halo mass (see Fig. 1). Given that we match galaxy
samples here at a fixed stellar mass, the difference in total baryonic
mass for the two models is therefore primarily driven by the dif-
ference in host halo mass at a fixed stellar mass. The difference in
halo mass definition also contributes (see Appendix B).
7.2 The mass-loading / return-time degeneracy
In Mitchell et al. (2014) and Rodrigues et al. (2017) it was demon-
strated that there is a degeneracy between gas return timescale and
mass-loading factor in GALFORM if the model is calibrated to re-
produce a given stellar mass function (see also Somerville et al.
2008b). Intuitively, a higher mass-loading factor (more gas ejected
from galaxies) can be compensated for by increasing the rate of
gas return, ultimately leading to very similar stellar mass growth
histories. This is explicitly demonstrated in Fig. 11, which shows
three GALFORM models. The first is the fiducial reference model
for this study (solid lines) with the return time parameter, αreturn =
1.26 and the mass-loading factor normalization parameter set to
VSN = 380 km s
−1. The other two models shown were run with
αreturn = 8, VSN = 650 km s
−1 (strong SNe feedback and rapid
gas return, dotted lines) and αreturn = 0.4, VSN = 300 km s−1
(weak SNe feedback and slow gas return, dash-dotted lines).
While the three GALFORM models shown predict very similar
stellar mass assembly histories, the median mass in the ejected gas
reservoir ranges over almost an order of magnitude by z = 0. No-
tably, the model with slow gas return and smaller mass-loading fac-
tors is in closer agreement with EAGLE for the evolution in mass of
the ejected gas reservoir, further increasing the evidence that return
timescales are likely longer in EAGLE than are typically assumed
in semi-analytic galaxy formation models. We note also that adopt-
ing a longer return timescale alleviates the tension in our reference
model that likely unrealistic amounts of energy are implicitly in-
jected into SNe-driven winds, as discussed in Section 6.1. Interest-
ingly, Rodrigues et al. (2017) show that when higher-redshift stellar
mass functions are included as constraints, values of αreturn < 0.4
are strongly disfavoured. Presumably, this tension could probably
alleviated by using a scale dependent gas return timescale, as advo-
cated by Henriques et al. (2013).
To summarise, we have seen several indications in this section
that the level of baryon cycling after gas is blown out of galaxies
by feedback is lower in EAGLE than in GALFORM. This supports
the preliminary conclusion by Crain et al. (2017) that there appears
to be little ejected gas return in EAGLE. Evidence here supporting
this viewpoint comes from the significantly increased segregation
in metallicity between halo gas and ISM gas in EAGLE compared to
GALFORM and the lack of a close coevolution between the ISM and
ejected gas reservoirs in EAGLE (compared to GALFORM). Finally,
increasing the ejected gas return timescale in GALFORM improves
the agreement with EAGLE in baryonic mass assembly histories.
8 RADIATIVE COOLING AND INFALL
In GALFORM, gas infalls from the diffuse gas halo onto the galaxy
disc at a rate which is controlled by the minimum of two physical
timescales. The first is the radiative cooling timescale of hot halo
gas and the second is the gravitational freefall timescale (Cole et al.
2000; Bower et al. 2006). The limiting timescale is then compared
to the time elapsed since the previous halo mass-doubling event in
order to decide how much gas cools at the current timestep. Further
details of the gas infall model are presented in Appendix A7.
In the regime where enough time has passed since the pre-
vious mass-doubling event for all of the halo gas to both cool and
freefall onto the galaxy disc, the gas infall rate is simply set equal to
the accretion rate of diffuse gas onto the halo. The opposite regime
occurs when AGN feedback becomes active in a given halo, com-
pletely suppressing gas infall if the halo is considered to be quasi-
hydrostatic. The hydrostatic equality criterion used also depends on
the time which has elapsed since the previous halo mass-doubling
event (Bower et al. 2006).
We find that both of these regimes appear to play an active
role in regulating the baryonic mass assembly in individual haloes
in GALFORM. This is shown directly for three example haloes in
Fig. 12. Halo mass doubling events (vertical grey lines) are fol-
lowed by a characteristic pattern. Gas rapidly infalls from the dif-
fuse gas halo onto the disc until either another mass-doubling event
occurs or cooling abruptly stops (AGN feedback becomes active).
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Figure 10. Median baryonic mass assembly histories for central galaxies. Each panel corresponds to a different stellar mass bin selected at z = 0, as labelled.
Line formatting follows Fig. 9.
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Figure 11. Median baryonic mass assembly histories for central galaxies
with stellar masses in the range, 9.75 < log(M?/M) < 10.25, at
z = 0. Solid lines show the fiducial GALFORM model. Dotted lines show
a GALFORM variant model with strong SNe feedback (SFB) and rapid gas
cycling. Dash-dotted lines a GALFORM variant model with weak SNe feed-
back (WFB) and slow gas cycling. Dashed lines show the EAGLE reference
model. Otherwise, line formatting follows Fig. 9.
In some cases, there is sufficient time before one of these situations
occur such that the diffuse gas halo is almost completely depleted
(the diffuse gas halo mass never falls to exactly zero because of de-
tails in the numerical scheme, and instead fluctuates around a low
floor value), corresponding to the regime where rinfall > rH.
The result of this abrupt switching between regimes is the
strongly oscillatory behaviour seen for the mass in different bary-
onic components shown in Fig. 12. Such behaviour is not seen for
the corresponding individual haloes shown in EAGLE. We deliber-
ately select three haloes to highlight the three possible cases for
how well the stellar mass agrees between the two models at z = 0.
In the top panel, GALFORM underpredicts the stellar mass at z = 0
by a factor ≈ 3 compared to EAGLE. In this case, the halo does not
undergo a halo mass doubling event below z ≈ 1.5, such that AGN
feedback is able to completely suppress gas infall after z ≈ 0.6,
preventing the star formation that the corresponding EAGLE galaxy
undergoes during this period. In the bottom panel, GALFORM over-
predicts the stellar mass by the same factor compared to EAGLE, in
this case because a halo mass-doubling event occurs late enough to
allow significant late star formation but not so late that AGN feed-
back has a significant effect at late times. In the middle panel, the
two galaxies agree in stellar mass simply because the final halo-
mass doubling event in GALFORM fortuitously occurs at the right
c© 2017 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–30
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Figure 12. Median baryonic mass assembly histories for examples of in-
dividual central galaxies, matched between EAGLE and GALFORM. Each
panel corresponds to a different galaxy. The galaxies were selected to high-
light cases where GALFORM predicts lower, equivalent and higher stellar
mass compared to EAGLE in the top, middle and bottom panels respectively.
Line formatting follows Fig. 9. Vertical grey lines show halo mass-doubling
events in GALFORM. Yellow shaded regions indicate when AGN actively
suppress cooling from the diffuse gas halo in GALFORM.
time to allow the stellar mass to grow enough to match EAGLE at
z = 0.
In summary, an artificial dependence on halo mass-doubling
events and a bimodal model for AGN feedback (no effect or com-
plete suppression of gas infall onto the disc), combined with strong
SNe feedback and short return times leads to strongly oscillatory
behaviour in GALFORM. This behaviour is not seen in EAGLE, for
which it is not necessary to make any of these assumptions, in-
stead allowing the associated physical phenomena to emerge natu-
rally (albeit with uncertain local subgrid modelling for cooling rates
and energy injection from AGN). This strongly suggests that both
the cooling and AGN feedback models in GALFORM could be im-
proved with the goal of eliminating this oscillatory behaviour (Hou
et al., in prep, see also Benson & Bower 2010). In future work, we
will directly compare the inflow rates between the two models to
address this topic more directly.
8.1 Variable infall rates and the scatter in stellar mass
In Fig. 13, we attempt to relate the oscillatory behaviour in infall
rates seen in Fig. 12 to the scatter in stellar mass between matched
galaxies across the entire population shown in Fig. 2. The top panel
shows that there is a strong positive correlation between the frac-
tion, fSF, of simulation outputs in which a main progenitor in GAL-
FORM is considered a star-forming galaxy (sSFR > 0.01 Gyr−1)
and the residual in stellar mass with the corresponding matched
EAGLE galaxy. Galaxies with high fSF in GALFORM form, on aver-
age, more stars than their eagle counterparts and GALFORM galax-
ies with low fSF form fewer stars to compensate. This means a
significant amount of the scatter seen in Fig. 2 can be attributed to
star formation histories being more variable in GALFORM than in
EAGLE.
The middle panel of Fig. 13 shows that there is not a cor-
responding correlation between the stellar mass residuals and the
star-forming fraction, fSF, measured in EAGLE. The lower panel of
Fig. 13 reveals that this is because the only galaxies in EAGLE with
low fSF are massive (M? > 1010.5 M) and so also have low fSF
in GALFORM. Conversely, there are galaxies in GALFORM with low
fSF at lower stellar masses (M? ≈ 1010 M). It is the variability
of gas infall rates in these lower mass galaxies (see Fig. 12) which
are responsible for the strong correlation seen in the top panel of
Fig. 13.
9 APPLICABILITY TO OTHER SEMI-ANALYTIC
MODELS
Here, we briefly consider how the results from this study relate to
other semi-analytic galaxy formation models used in the commu-
nity. Several of the aspects of the modelling which we consider are
specific to the details of the modelling in GALFORM, and cannot
be easily generalised. We consider the oscillatory infall rates tied
to halo mass-doubling events and AGN feedback (seen in Fig. 8.1)
as belonging to this category. Similarly, the effect of AGN feed-
back enhancing the baryon fractions of galaxy groups in GALFORM
is specifically tied to the implementation of AGN feedback from
Bower et al. (2006), and does not represent the behaviour of other
semi-analytic models which include an explicit Quasar-mode of
AGN feedback that can eject gas from haloes (e.g. Monaco et al.
2007; Somerville et al. 2008b; Croton et al. 2016).
Of more general interest is the importance of stars forming
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Figure 13. The connection between the scatter in stellar mass for matched
GALFORM and EAGLE galaxies with star formation history. Galaxies in-
cluded are central in both EAGLE and GALFORM at z = 0 and have
M? > 109 M in EAGLE. Top: Logarithmic residual in stellar mass at
z = 0, plotted as a function of star-forming fraction, fSF in GALFORM.
Star-forming fraction is defined as the fraction of simulation outputs along
the main progenitor branch for which which the main progenitor has a spe-
cific star formation rate, sSFR > 0.01Gyr−1. Coloured points show
individual galaxies. Black points with error bars show the 16, 50 and 84th
percentiles of the distribution. Middle: Same but plotted as a function of
star-forming fraction in EAGLE. Bottom: Star-forming fraction plotted as a
function of stellar mass for GALFORM (blue) and EAGLE (red). In this panel,
points indicate the 10, 50 and 90th percentiles of the distributions.
preferentially out of gas in the ISM with low specific angular mo-
mentum. Semi-analytic models currently assume that disc stars
form with the same specific angular momentum of either the gas
disc (Guo et al. 2011), or the entire disc (e.g. Cole et al. 2000;
Springel et al. 2005; Somerville et al. 2008a; Tecce et al. 2010; Cro-
ton et al. 2016). For the specific case of the L-GALAXIES model,
cross-matching Guo et al. (2016) with Appendix D shows that this
model overpredicts the sizes of low-mass (M? ≈ 109 M) galax-
ies by a factor≈ 2 in the local Universe, consistent with GALFORM
predictions.
Also of interest is the behaviour of gas flows both onto and out
of galaxies. For example, a wide range of gas return timescales have
been adopted in contemporary galaxy formation models. Recent
models have assumed that gas returns over a halo dynamical time
(Lacey et al. 2016), over a Hubble time (Somerville et al. 2008b;
Hirschmann et al. 2016), or have adopted more complex parametri-
sations where the return time scales with halo mass or halo circu-
lar velocity (Guo et al. 2011; Henriques et al. 2013; White et al.
2015; Croton et al. 2016; Hirschmann et al. 2016), or where the re-
turn timescale is explicitly connected to halo growth (Bower et al.
2012). Mitchell et al. (2014) have also argued on empirical grounds
that a yet more complex dependence of the gas return timescale (or
SNe mass-loading factor) on halo mass, halo dynamical time, and
redshift is required to reproduce the observed evolution of charac-
teristic star formation rates at a given stellar mass. With this diver-
sity of different models, the hints found here that EAGLE predicts
a longer gas return time (compared to a halo dynamical time) are
certainly of interest, albeit with the caveat that the return times are
likely sensitive to the assumed heating temperature for SNe and
AGN feedback.
With respect to previous comparison studies between semi-
analytic models and hydrodynamical simulations, it is difficult to
directly compare results, particularly because we have not mea-
sured gas cooling rates in EAGLE (but see Stevens et al. 2017). The
factor≈ 10 discrepancy between star formation efficiency reported
by Hirschmann et al. (2012) between a set of hydrodynamical sim-
ulations and a semi-analytic model is not seen in Fig. 4 (although
a 0.5 dex discrepancy in the medians is seen for massive galaxies
at z = 4). This suggests that the typical star-forming gas densities
of the hydrodynamical simulations analysed in Hirschmann et al.
(2012) are larger than those in EAGLE, resulting in a larger dis-
agreement with the semi-analytic model. This may be related to
the EAGLE feedback model being highly effective in reducing the
typical gas densities of the ISM in which SNe explode (Crain et al.
2015).
10 SUMMARY
Guo et al. (2016) presented a comparison between the GALFORM
(and L-GALAXIES) semi-analytic galaxy formation model and the
state-of-the-art EAGLE hydrodynamical simulations. They demon-
strated that while the two models are calibrated to produce similar
stellar mass functions at z = 0, the two models predict markedly
different metallicity and galaxy size distributions as a function of
stellar mass (see also Appendix D1 for a comparison of galaxy
sizes).
Here, we increase the depth of the comparison by matching
individual galaxies and by isolating a number of important aspects
in the physical modelling. In particular, we have carefully assigned
baryonic particles in EAGLE to baryonic reservoirs that correspond
to those included in GALFORM. In future work, we plan to use the
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framework introduced here to measure the various mass, metal and
angular momentum exchanges between these reservoirs in EAGLE,
enabling a direct comparison to the assumptions made in semi-
analytic models pertaining to mass inflows, outflows and baryon
cycling. Even without these measurements however, a number of
interesting differences between the two modelling approaches are
readily apparent at the level of detail presented here. Our main re-
sults are summarised as follows:
• In Fig. 2 of Section 3, we show that the scatter in stellar mass
between matched galaxies in EAGLE and GALFORM is 0.37 dex at
z = 0 and slowly decreases with increasing redshift. For compari-
son, the empirical semi-analytic galaxy formation model presented
in Neistein et al. (2012) achieved an agreement with the OWLS sim-
ulations of 0.08 dex (Schaye et al. 2010). Clearly, the agreement
between GALFORM and EAGLE could be significantly improved.
• In Fig. 3 of Section 4.1, we show that the star formation
thresholds implemented in EAGLE and GALFORM lead (probably
in conjunction with differing gas surface density distributions) to
strongly differing predictions for the mass fraction of the ISM
which is forming stars. This is particularly true for low-mass galax-
ies at low-redshift, for which GALFORM predicts that almost all of
the hydrogen in the ISM is in the atomic phase and therefore not
actively forming stars.
• In Fig. 4 of Section 4.2, we show that the spatially-integrated
efficiency with which the star-forming ISM is turned into stars in
EAGLE is close to a constant value at z = 0, consistent with what is
assumed in GALFORM. However, the local density dependence of
the Schmidt-like law implemented in EAGLE leads to a star forma-
tion efficiency that increases with redshift. EAGLE also predicts that
at higher redshifts the star formation efficiency is mass-dependent,
such that star formation is globally more efficient in more massive
galaxies.
• EAGLE predicts that the star-forming ISM typically has sig-
nificantly lower specific angular momentum than the total ISM, re-
flecting that it is more centrally concentrated (see Fig. 6 in Sec-
tion 5). This is in contrast to GALFORM which implicitly assumes
that star-forming gas has the same specific angular momentum as
the total ISM. We show that this discrepancy could be at least par-
tially alleviated if GALFORM were to self-consistently compute the
angular momentum of star-forming gas using the radial profiles of
atomic and molecular hydrogen.
• The stellar specific angular momentum distributions as a func-
tion of stellar mass are markedly different between GALFORM and
EAGLE (see Fig. 7 in Section 5), although the interpretation is hin-
dered because GALFORM does not track a specific angular momen-
tum for stars in galaxy bulges/spheroids. For low-mass galaxies,
GALFORM predicts that the specific angular momentum of galaxy
discs is similar to that of their dark matter haloes (simply reflect-
ing the assumptions of the model). In contrast, EAGLE predicts that
while the ISM component of these galaxies is consistent with dark
matter haloes (at least in the higher resolution, recalibrated model),
the stellar angular momentum is lower than the ISM by 0.6 dex
below z ≈ 6.
• We show that the implementations of SNe feedback in EAGLE
and GALFORM lead to similarly low baryon fractions in low-mass
haloes (1010 < MH /M < 1011.5, see Fig. 8 in Section 6.2),
which is the regime where AGN feedback does not play a role in
the models.
• We show GALFORM predicts much higher baryon fractions
in group-scale haloes (MH ∼ 1013) than EAGLE (see Fig. 8 in
Section 6.2). AGN feedback in GALFORM suppresses infall onto
galaxies but does not eject gas from haloes or prevent gas accretion
onto haloes, leading to higher baryon fractions than when AGN
feedback is not included. Conversely, including AGN feedback in
EAGLE acts to reduce baryon fractions in group-scale haloes.
• We show that while the median stellar mass assembly histories
of galaxies in the two models are similar, the mass in other baryonic
reservoirs is predicted to evolve differently (see Fig. 9 in Section 7).
In particular, GALFORM assumes that gas is rapidly returned to the
diffuse gas halo after being ejected by SNe feedback, such that the
ejected gas reservoir closely traces the evolution in the ISM reser-
voir. In EAGLE, these reservoirs do not show such a degree of cou-
pling in their evolution, suggesting that the level of baryon cycling
is significantly lower. Furthermore, the level of metal mixing into
the diffuse gas halo is significantly lower in EAGLE than in GAL-
FORM, suggesting a lower level of gas cycling. GALFORM can be
brought into better agreement with EAGLE by using a longer gas
return timescale.
• In Fig. 12 of Section 8, we show that the standard AGN and
cooling models for gas infall onto galaxy discs implemented in
GALFORM results in strongly oscillating infall rates for individual
galaxies. This behaviour is not seen in EAGLE, and it contributes
significantly to the scatter in stellar mass between matched galaxies
in GALFORM (see Fig. 13). The oscillatory behaviour in GALFORM
stems from the implementation of AGN feedback being bimodal
(either complete suppression of cooling or no effect) and the artifi-
cial dependency of AGN feedback and gas infall rates on halo mass
doubling events.
Put together, we conclude that while galaxy evolution pro-
ceeds in a broadly similar manner in semi-analytic galaxy forma-
tion models compared to hydrodynamical simulations, there are
a number of important over-simplifications adopted in GALFORM
(but not necessarily in other semi-analytic models). This leads to
important differences when the two models are compared in detail.
For example, the assumption that stars form with the same specific
angular momentum as the ISM (rather than just the star-forming
ISM component) has significant consequences for galaxy sizes (see
Appendix D).
Crucially, we have not compared inflow rates, mass-outflow
rates or gas return timescales with EAGLE in this study. We ex-
pect potentially significant differences in all these quantities when
compared to GALFORM and we will address this in future work.
Specifically, it remains to be seen whether the parametrisations
adopted for different physical processes in GALFORM (for exam-
ple, the mass loading factor associated with SNe feedback scales
as a power law with galaxy circular velocity) are capable of re-
producing the macroscopic behaviour predicted by state-of-the-art
hydrodynamical simulations. Hydrodynamical simulations such as
EAGLE do not necessarily provide an accurate representation of re-
ality. For example, the dynamics of outflowing gas are sensitive to
uncertain subgrid modelling. Arguably however, it ought still to be
possible for models like GALFORM to reproduce their macroscopic
behaviour once an appropriate choice of model parameters has been
adopted. That this is indeed possible has already been demonstrated
for a highly simplified model that replaces many physical consid-
erations with a simple empirical fit to the OWLS simulations (Neis-
tein et al. 2012). If a similar level of agreement to simulations can
be achieved for a more physically motivated model, semi-analytic
models can continue to be employed as useful tools for understand-
ing galaxy evolution with confidence that they do not make unrea-
sonable assumptions, particularly with regard to angular momen-
tum and gas cycling.
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APPENDIX A: MODELLING DETAILS
A1 Star formation threshold
In EAGLE, a local metallicity-dependent density threshold, n?H, is
used to decide which gas particles are forming stars, given by
n?H = min
(
0.1
(
Z
0.002
)−0.64
, 10
)
cm−3, (A1)
where Z is the gas metallicity (Schaye et al. 2015). This thresh-
old acts to prevent star formation taking place in diffuse and/or low
metallicity gas, reflecting the physical connection between metal-
licity and the formation of a cold, molecular ISM phase that can
fragment to form stars (Schaye 2004).
In GALFORM, the formation of a molecular phase is explicitly
computed following empirical correlations inferred from observa-
tions (Lagos et al. 2011). Star formation is only allowed to occur
in molecular gas, such that the star formation threshold reflects
the atomic/molecular ISM gas decomposition. The mass fraction
of molecular hydrogen, Rmol ≡ Σ(H2)/Σ(HI), is computed as
a function of radius in galaxy discs by assuming a connection to
the ambient pressure of the ISM in the mid-plane, Pext, (Blitz &
Rosolowsky 2006), as
Rmol(r) =
(
Pext(r)
P0
)0.92
, (A2)
where Pext is calculated assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium
(Elmegreen 1989) and P0 is a constant (Lagos et al. 2011). As such,
the star formation threshold for discs in GALFORM is computed
as a function of the radial surface density profile of gas and stars
and contains no metallicity dependence. GALFORM also contains a
distinct ISM component that represents nuclear gas that is driven
into the galaxy centre by disc instabilities and galaxy mergers. All
of the gas in this component is assumed to be in a molecular phase
and is considered to be actively forming stars.
A2 Star formation law
In EAGLE, star-forming gas is turned into stars stochastically, sam-
pling from a Kennicutt-Schmidt star formation law rewritten as a
pressure law by assuming vertical hydrostatic equilibrium (Schaye
& Dalla Vecchia 2008) such that the star formation rate is given by
ψ =
∑
i
mgas,i A(1Mpc
−2)−n
( γ
G
fgPi
)(n−1)/2
, (A3)
where mgas,i is the gas particle mass, γ = 5/3 is the ratio of
specific heats, G is the gravitational constant, fg is the gas mass
fraction (set to unity). A and n are treated as model parameters
which are set following direct empirical constraints from observa-
tions (Schaye et al. 2015). The fiducial value of n = 1.4 is modified
to 2 for hydrogen densities greater than nH = 103 cm−3. Pi is the
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local gas pressure, with a pressure floor set proportional to gas den-
sity as P ∝ ρ4/3g , normalized to a temperature of T = 8 × 103 K
at a hydrogen density of nH = 0.1 cm−3. As such, dense star-
forming gas is artificially pressurized in EAGLE, ensuring that the
thermal Jeans length is always resolved, even at very high gas den-
sities.
In GALFORM, the surface density of star formation in discs
is linearly related to the surface density of molecular hydrogen,
following empirical constraints from Blitz & Rosolowsky (2006).
The total star formation rate is therefore linearly proportional to the
star-forming ISM gas mass as
ψ = νSFMISM,SF, (A4)
where νSF = 0.5 is a constant empirically constrained from ob-
servations (Leroy et al. 2008; Bigiel et al. 2011; Rahman et al.
2012). Accordingly, the efficiency of star formation per unit star-
forming ISM mass in galaxy discs is also constant. In merger or
disc-instability triggered starbursts, nuclear gas is instead converted
into stars following a decaying exponential function (Lacey et al.
2016).
A3 Disc angular momentum
In GALFORM, disc angular momentum is computed assuming that
infalling gas from the halo conserves angular momentum (Cole
et al. 2000). The total specific angular momentum of halo gas is
set equal to that of the dark matter halo, with the radial specific
angular momentum profile set assuming a constant rotation veloc-
ity. Within the disc, it is assumed that stars and gas always have
equal specific angular momentum. There is also an assumption that
disc specific angular momentum is unaffected by stellar feedback.
Bulge/spheroid angular momentum is not explicitly modelled in
GALFORM.
In EAGLE, the angular momentum of galaxies emerges natu-
rally from locally solving for the laws of gravity and hydrodynam-
ics.
A4 Stellar feedback
In EAGLE, each star particle represents a simple stellar popula-
tion with a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass function (IMF). The
gradual injection of mass and metals through stellar evolution back
into the ISM is implemented as described in Wiersma et al. (2009b).
Type II SNe feedback occurs 30 Myr after a stellar particle forms.
In the GALFORM model presented here, stars are also formed with
a Chabrier (2003) IMF. Unlike EAGLE, GALFORM adopts the in-
stantaneous recycling approximation, whereby all of the mass and
metals returned to the ISM through stellar evolution are returned in-
stantaneously as star formation takes place. Correspondingly, stel-
lar feedback is assumed to occur simultaneously with star forma-
tion in GALFORM. The impact of this assumption in semi-analytic
models is addressed by Yates et al. (2013), De Lucia et al. (2014),
Hirschmann et al. (2016) and Li et al., (in prep).
Stellar feedback is implemented in EAGLE with the stochastic
thermal energy injection scheme of the type introduced by Dalla
Vecchia & Schaye (2012). This scheme is designed to minimise
artificial radiative losses and instead allows the desired radiative
losses to be set by hand by adjusting the amount of injected ther-
mal energy (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015). Artificial losses
are effectively suppressed by requiring that neighbouring gas par-
ticles heated by a supernova event are heated by ∆T = 107.5 K,
well above the peak of the radiative cooling curve. The thermal en-
ergy injected into the ISM per SNe is set to fth 1051 ergs, where
1051 ergs is the canonical value for SNe explosions. The term fth
is parametrised as
fth = fth,min +
fth,max − fth,min
1 +
(
Z
0.1Z
)nZ (nH,birth
nH,0
)−nn , (A5)
where Z is the local gas metallicity and nH,0 is the gas density
that the stellar particle had when it formed. fth,min and fth,max are
model parameters that are the asymptotic values of a sigmoid func-
tion in metallicity, with a transition scale at a characteristic metal-
licity, 0.1Z, and with a width controlled by nZ. An additional de-
pendence on local gas density is controlled by model parameters,
nH,0, and nn. The two assymptotes, fth,min and fth,max, are set to
0.3 and 3 respectively. In the low metallicity, high density regime,
the energy injection therefore exceeds the canonical value for Type
II SNe explosions by a factor 3. Crain et al. (2015) and Schaye
et al. (2015) argue that this value is justified on both physical and
numerical grounds (note also that the median energy injection value
across the simulation is lower than unity Crain et al. 2015).
In GALFORM, rather than scale the efficiency of SNe feedback
with local metallicity/gas density, the efficiency is defined and com-
puted globally across each galaxy disc (and separately for galaxy
bulges/spheroids). This efficiency is characterised by the dimen-
sionless mass loading factor, βml, defined as the ratio of the mass-
outflow rate (M˙ejected) from galaxies to the star formation rate (ψ).
Note that this is a global quantity across a given galaxy and should
not be compared to Eqn A5, which pertains to the local injection of
energy at a given point in the ISM. In GALFORM, βml is explicitly
parametrised as a function of galaxy circular velocity as
βml ≡ M˙ejected
ψ
=
(
Vcirc
VSN
)−γSN
, (A6)
where VSN and γSN are model parameters that control the normal-
ization and faint-end slope of the galaxy luminosity function (e.g.
Cole et al. 2000) and Vcirc is the galaxy circular velocity. For star
formation taking place in discs, Vcirc is set to the circular velocity
of the disc at the radius enclosing half of the disc mass. For nu-
clear star formation taking place in galaxy bulges/spheroids, Vcirc
is correspondingly set equal to the circular velocity at the half-mass
radius of the spheroid.
Unlike in EAGLE, the stellar feedback in GALFORM does not
include any energetic considerations. While the thermal and kinetic
energy of outflowing gas is not directly modelled in GALFORM,
if we assume (as an example) that gas is launched from galaxies
in a kinetic wind with a velocity of 250 km s−1, we can estimate
the galaxy circular velocity below which the energy injected ex-
ceeds the energy available. For the SNe parameters from our fidu-
cial model (VSN = 380 km s−1 and γSN = 3.2), and with a value
of 8.73×1015 erg g−1 of energy available per unit mass turned into
stars (as appropriate for a Chabrier IMF assuming 1051 erg per su-
pernova and that stars with mass 6 − 100 M explode, Schaye
et al. 2015), equating the (example) kinetic energy of the outflow-
ing wind with the energy available yields that Eqn A6 violates ener-
getic considerations below a circular velocity, Vcirc = 134 km s−1.
For our reference GALFORM model, this circular velocity corre-
sponds to a halo mass, MH ≈ 1012 M at z = 0. The correspond-
ing mass-loading factor at this velocity is very large, βml = 28,
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significantly in excess of the values reported by simulations at this
mass scale (e.g. Muratov et al. 2015; Christensen et al. 2016; Keller
et al. 2016). The mass-loading factors predicted by EAGLE will be
presented in Crain et al. (in preparation) and we plan to explicitly
compare these mass loading factors with GALFORM in future work.
A5 Black hole growth and AGN feedback
In EAGLE, SMBH seeds are placed at the position of the highest
density gas particle within dark matter haloes of mass, MH >
1010 M/h (Schaye et al. 2015). Black holes then accrete mass
with an Eddington limited, Bondi accretion rate that is modified if
the accreted gas is rotating at a velocity which is significant rela-
tive to the sound speed (Rosas-Guevara et al. 2015). Black holes
that are sufficiently close and with sufficiently small velocity are
allowed to merge, forming a second channel of black hole growth.
Analogous to the implementation of stellar feedback, accret-
ing SMBH particles stochastically inject thermal energy into neigh-
bouring gas particles. The amount of energy injected per unit ac-
cretion contains a model parameter that controls the resulting re-
lationship between SMBH mass and galaxy stellar mass, but not
the effectiveness of AGN feedback (Booth & Schaye 2010; Schaye
et al. 2015; Bower et al. 2017). This injection energy is stored in
the black hole until it is sufficiently large to heat a neighbouring gas
particle by ∆T = 108.5 K which is an order of magnitude larger
than the local heating from stellar feedback (∆T = 107.5 K).
In GALFORM, SMBHs are seeded inside galaxies when they
first undergo a disc instability or galaxy merger event. SMBHs
grow in mass primarily by accreting a fraction of the ISM mass
converted into stars in starbursts that take place in galaxy bulges/-
spheroids during galaxy merger or disc instability events (Bower
et al. 2006; Malbon et al. 2007). A second growth channel comes
from black hole mergers, which take place whenever there is a
merging event between two galaxies hosting black holes. We com-
pare the GALFORM and EAGLE distributions of black hole mass
as a function of stellar mass in Appendix E, where we show that
GALFORM does not predict the steep dependence on stellar mass
predicted by EAGLE at z = 2, 4.
The implementation of AGN feedback in GALFORM is fully
described in Bower et al. (2006) (see also Lacey et al. 2016). The
most salient parts of the modeling for this analysis are as follows.
AGN feedback in GALFORM is implemented such that it can be
effective only when the diffuse gas halo is in a quasi-hydrostatic
state (Bower et al. 2006). This occurs when the radiative cooling
timescale exceeds the gravitational freefall timescale in the diffuse
gas halo. In this regime, it is assumed that a fraction of the diffuse
infalling material is directly accreted onto the SMBH, forming a
third growth channel. A fraction of the rest mass energy of this ac-
creted material is assumed to be injected into the diffuse gas halo as
a heating term. If this heating term exceeds the cooling rate, infall
from the diffuse gas halo onto the ISM is assumed to be completely
suppressed. As such, unlike in EAGLE, AGN feedback has no direct
effect on gas in the ISM and does not drive galactic outflows.
A6 Gas return timescales
In GALFORM, gas which is ejected from galaxies is placed in a
distinct reservoir. Gas is reincorporated from this reservoir back
into the diffuse gas halo at a rate given by
M˙return = αreturn
Mejected
τdyn
, (A7)
where αreturn is a model parameter (typically set close to unity
and set to 1.26 in our fiducial model), Mejected is the mass in the
ejected reservoir and τdyn is the halo dynamical time (Bower et al.
2006).
The spatial distribution of the ejected gas reservoir is not ex-
plicitly specified in GALFORM. Whether or not the ejected gas re-
sides within or outside the virial radius has been subject to various
interpretations as the model has evolved over time (Cole et al. 2000;
Benson et al. 2003; Bower et al. 2006, 2012). Here, we choose
the interpretation that the ejected gas is spatially located outside
the halo virial radius for central galaxies. Physically, this corre-
sponds to assuming that outflowing gas leaves the virial radius
over a timescale that is short compared to other physically rele-
vant timescales. For satellite galaxies, we consider ejected gas to
be still within the virial radius of the host halo. This interpretation
allows us to cleanly compare the indirect efficiency of feedback and
the baryon cycle with EAGLE by measuring the fraction of baryons
within the virial radius.
In EAGLE, no explicit gas return timescale is set, as the trajec-
tories of gas particles are calculated self-consistently. In practice,
the return times will be sensitive to the details of the implemen-
tations of supernova and AGN feedback, including the heating the
temperatures.
A7 Radiative cooling and infall
In GALFORM, gas infalls from the diffuse gas halo onto the galaxy
disc at a rate given by
M˙infall =
4pi
∫ rinfall
0
ρg(r) r
2 dr −Mcooled
∆t
(A8)
where ρg(r) is the so-called “notional” gas density profile,Mcooled
is the mass that has already undergone infall from the notional gas
profile onto the disc before the current timestep and ∆t is the nu-
merical timestep size (Cole et al. 2000). rinfall is the infall radius,
which represents the radius within which gas has had sufficient
time to infall from the notional profile to the disc. It is limited
either by the gravitational freefall timescale or the radiative cool-
ing timescale. rinfall is computed by equating the limiting radia-
tive/freefall timescale with the time elapsed since the host halo last
doubled in mass. This cooling model was introduced in Cole et al.
(2000) and updated in Bower et al. (2006).
In EAGLE, gas infalls onto galaxies naturally as a consequence
of hydrodynamics and gravity. Radiative cooling and photoheat-
ing are implemented element-by-element following Wiersma et al.
(2009a), assuming ionization equilibrium.
APPENDIX B: HALO MASS DEFINITIONS
Fig. B1 compares the DHALO halo masses used internally within
GALFORM to the M200 halo masses measured from the reference
hydrodynamical (top) and dark-matter-only (bottom) EAGLE simu-
lations. The difference between these halo mass definitions leads to
a small scatter between DHALO masses and M200 measured from
the dark-matter-only simulation. There is also a small systematic
offset at z = 0 (this offset only appears for z < 1) which has
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Figure B1. Comparison of halo masses between different definitions
and simulations. Top: DHALO mass used internally within GALFORM,
MDH [dhalo], compared to the halo mass, M200 [eagle], (which includes
baryons) measured from the reference EAGLE hydrodynamical simula-
tion. Bottom: DHALO mass, MDH [dhalo], compared to the halo mass,
M200 [dm], measured from the EAGLE dark-matter-only simulation. Points
show the 10, 50 and 90th percentiles of the distributions for a given red-
shift. Different point colours correspond to different redshifts, as labelled.
Also labelled are the mean (logarithmic) vertical offset, µ, and the mean
1σ scatter.
no trend with mass. The objects with much lower halo masses in
GALFORM compared to the dark-matter-only simulation between
1013.5 < M200 M < 1014 are flagged as satellites by the DHALO
algorithm but are considered central subhaloes by SUBFIND, lead-
ing to the large differences between halo masses. Comparing GAL-
FORM to the hydrodynamical simulation (top panel), the scatter is
similar but with a larger, mass dependent, offset caused primarily
by the ejection of baryons by feedback in EAGLE (see Schaller et al.
2015b, for a full analysis of this effect).
APPENDIX C: ISM DEFINITION IN EAGLE
In Section 2.6, we introduce selection criteria to define gas parti-
cles which belong to an ISM component in EAGLE. The canoni-
cal case demonstrating the behaviour of these selection criteria is
shown in Fig. C1, which shows the criteria applied to a Milky-
Way-like galaxy at z = 0. The top-left panel demonstrates the ro-
tational support selection criteria defined by Eqn 3 and Eqn 4. For
this galaxy, gas particles cleanly separate into two distinct popula-
tions (the ISM and a diffuse, ionized and hot gas halo). The middle-
left panel shows the associated phase diagram, indicating that there
is cool, rotationally supported ISM gas (cyan points) at low densi-
ties which is not forming stars. The lower-left panel shows radial
mass profiles, splitting gas particles between neutral and ionized
phases of hydrogen, following the methodology described in La-
gos et al. (2015) and Crain et al. (2017), which utilises the self-
shielding corrections from Rahmati et al. (2013). For this galaxy,
our ISM definition includes almost all of the neutral hydrogen, as
well as a small amount of amount of cool, rotationally supported,
ionized hydrogen.
The right-panels in Fig. C1 show the spatial distribution of
gas and stellar particles. A spiral structure for the ISM component
is evident, with star-forming particles (yellow) tracing denser re-
gions within the spiral arms compared to non-star-forming ISM
particles (cyan). The circles in these panels relate to the various ra-
dial selection criteria described in Section 2.6. The black circle in-
dicates twice the half-mass radius of the stellar component. Dense
gas within this radius that is not considered to be rotationally sup-
ported can still be included within the ISM component. This is why
there is a small number of ISM particles (yellow/cyan) outside the
selection region in the upper-left panel of Fig. C1. The yellow cir-
cle in the right-panels indicates twice the radius enclosing 90% of
the mass within the ISM. Gas particles outside this radius are then
excluded from the ISM. In practice, this acts to remove a resid-
ual amount of distant, rotating material which is clearly not spa-
tially associated to the ISM of the central galaxy. Removing this
gas has minimal impact on our results. The green circle shows half
the halo virial radius. Gas particles outside this radius are also ex-
cluded from the ISM. For this galaxy, this radius is significantly
larger than the yellow circle and so is irrelevant.
While our ISM selection criteria appear to perform well for the
galaxy shown in Fig. C1 (and we have checked a number of similar
central/satellite examples for a variety of redshifts), other galaxies
with more extreme properties pose a greater challenge. For passive,
gas-poor galaxies, we find it is necessary to also remove gas par-
ticles from outside five times the radius enclosing half the stellar
component. In passive galaxies, there is often no clear central ISM
component in the radial profiles and most of of the cool gas is in
distant, rotating clumps. Including/excluding these clumps makes
little difference for our analysis however because they form a neg-
ligible fraction of the mass in massive galaxies.
For massive, high-redshift star-forming galaxies the situation
is more complex. Fig. C2 shows the same information as Fig. C1
but for the “worst-case” scenario of a massive (M? = 1011 M),
star-forming (SFR = 100 M yr−1) galaxy at z = 2. This galaxy
is an extreme example for which there is no apparent bimodality be-
tween a rotationally supported ISM and a diffuse, hot, halo. Rather,
the gas appears to be dynamically disturbed, with a very broad mass
distribution in the upper-left panel of Fig. C2. The 1σ mass con-
tour (white) encloses gas which is not considered to be in rota-
tional equilibrium and includes a mix of hot and cool diffuse gas as
well as a residual amount of cold, dense, radially infalling gas (red
and green points). The 2σ contour encloses a significant amount
of star-forming gas which is not considered part of the ISM (green
points), either because it is rotating too slowly or too quickly or
because it has too high a radial velocity to be in dynamical equilib-
rium. The ISM material that is selected by the criteria described in
Section 2.6 is either rotationally supported (and typically spatially
extended) or is centrally-concentrated and is supported by a combi-
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Figure C1. Diagnostic information for selecting the ISM in a central, star-forming spiral galaxy with M? = 1010 M at z = 0. Coloured points show
individual gas particles associated to the central subhalo, with yellow indicating star-forming ISM, cyan indicating non-star-forming ISM and small blue
points indicating non-ISM particles. Black points show stellar particles. Top-left: Rotational support selection criteria. Particles above the horizontal line and
between the vertical lines are considered rotational supported. Middle-left: Phase diagram. The horizontal line shows the temperature cut, above which gas is
excluded from the ISM unless it has a density, nH > 50 cm−3. Bottom-left: Radial mass profiles of stars (black), neutral gas (neutral hydrogen and associated
helium, solid blue), neutral ISM (dashed blue), ionized gas (solid red) and ionized ISM (dashed red). Right-panels: Spatial distributions of gas and stellar
particles in three projections that are face-on (top) and edge-on (middle and bottom). Non-ISM and stellar particles are only shown within a 80 pkpc slice
along the line-of-sight axis for clarity. The black circles show twice the half-mass radius of the stellar component. The yellow circles show twice the radius
containing 90% of the pre-selected ISM mass. Green circles show half of the halo virial radius.
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Figure C2. Diagnostic information for selecting the ISM in a central, highly star-forming galaxy withM? = 1011 M at z = 2. Panel information as well as
point and line formatting follow Fig. C1, with the following additions. Red points show gas particles that are dense (nH > 0.1 cm−3) but are not considered
part of the ISM. Green points (over plotted) show gas particles that are star-forming but not considered part of the ISM. In the upper-left panel, contours are
shown that enclose 90% (black) and 68% (white) of the total gas mass.
nation of thermal pressure and rotation (yellow points to the left of
the rotationally supported selection region in the upper left panel).
The relative contributions from these two components to the total
ISM are roughly equal. Given the dynamically disturbed nature of
this system, it is unclear whether the rotational equilibrium crite-
ria used to select the spatially extended ISM in this case are truly
robust. However, the majority of the spatially-extended neutral hy-
drogen which is not included in the ISM is excluded because it is
radially infalling and as such is robustly excluded.
The contrast between the situations presented in Fig. C1 and
Fig. C2 serves to highlight the difficulty of defining the ISM across
all galaxies with a uniform set of selection criteria. Nonetheless,
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simply selecting star-forming gas particles would cut away 30 % of
the mass and 40 % of the angular momentum in the case of the well-
defined ISM shown in Fig. C1. Taking gas within an aperture is also
likely to be overly simplistic. Too small an aperture will cut away
spatially extended, high-angular-momentum gas. Too large an aper-
ture (even with a temperature cut) will select significant amounts of
radially infalling gas around high-redshift galaxies that should not
(at least according to our physical criteria) be considered as part of
the ISM.
To assess the global behaviour of our criteria, Fig. C3 shows
the resulting ISM gas fractions as a function of stellar mass for
three redshifts. These are then compared to the total gas within
30 pkpc and the neutral hydrogen within 30 pkpc, which is taken
as a proxy for the ISM in Lagos et al. (2015). At z = 0, the re-
sulting gas fractions are similar, indicating that the most of the hy-
drogen within 30 pkpc of the halo centre is in a neutral phase and
is in dynamical equilibrium. At z = 2, our ISM defintion is very
close to taking neutral hydrogen within 30 pkpc but the total gas
fractions (black lines) are significantly higher, presumably because
of the impact from supernova feedback in heating circumgalactic
gas around high-redshift galaxies. At z = 3.85, our ISM defini-
tion yields systematically lower gas fractions than taking neutral
gas within an aperture, presumably by excluding neutral hydrogen
present in dense, radially infalling accretion streams.
APPENDIX D: GALAXY SIZES
Fig. D1 shows the galaxy size distributions as a function of stellar
mass for EAGLE and GALFORM. As discussed in Guo et al. (2016),
the most obvious tension between the models is that GALFORM
predicts very compact sizes for massive galaxies. The exact under-
lying cause for these compact sizes is presently unclear as it is chal-
lenging to disentangle the combined effects of modelling adiabatic
halo contraction, the calculation of pseudo-angular momentum af-
ter galaxy mergers/disc instabilities and the impact of the angular
momentum histories of progenitor galaxy discs (Cole et al. 2000).
Any of these areas of the modelling could be suspect. We defer
further exploration of this problem in GALFORM to future work.
Also apparent in Fig. D1 is that the scatter in galaxy size at a
fixed stellar mass is significantly larger in GALFORM than in EA-
GLE, and that the sizes of low-mass galaxies are larger in GAL-
FORM than in EAGLE. We do not address the former discrepancy
in this paper. The latter discrepancy is explored in Section 5 where
we show that assuming that star-forming gas has the same specific
angular momentum as the total ISM reservoir likely leads to erro-
neously high specific stellar angular momentum (and hence galaxy
sizes) in disc-dominated (low mass, low redshift) galaxies.
Fig. D1 also shows observational data from the GAMA sur-
vey (Baldry et al. 2012) and the CANDELS survey (van der Wel
et al. 2014). For GAMA, two samples of red and blue galaxies
are presented and the sizes quoted are effective radii in the i band.
For CANDELS, two samples of star-forming and passive galax-
ies (determined from rest-frame colour distributions) are presented
and the sizes quoted are the semi-major axes of 1D Sersic fits at a
rest-frame wavelength of 5000 A˚. Note that we do not attempt to
correct for inclination effects for sizes presented from EAGLE and
GALFORM. While the comparison of these observed distributions to
the models should be interpreted with care because of sample se-
lection, projection and mass-to-light ratio effects, it is nonetheless
clear that EAGLE predicts a more realistic size-mass distribution
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Figure C3. Comparison of different possible definitions of the ISM for
galaxy gas fractions. Red lines show the distributions when using the ISM
definition defined in Section 2.6. Blue points show the corresponding dis-
tributions when taking all neutral hydrogen (and associated helium) with a
30 pkpc aperture. Black points show the distributions when taking all gas
within a 30 pkpc aperture. Solid lines show the medians and dashed lines
show the 16 and 84th percentiles of the distributions.
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Figure D1. Galaxy size distributions as a function of stellar mass. Sizes, r?,
from the reference GALFORM (blue) and EAGLE (red) models are defined as
the 3D radius enclosing half of the stellar mass (within a 30 pkpc aperture
for EAGLE). The points and errorbars show the 16, 50 and 84th percentiles
of the distributions. Grey points and errorbars show the corresponding dis-
tribution from the GAMA survey, as presented in Baldry et al. (2012). Grey
crosses and squares correspond to samples of blue and red galaxies respec-
tively. Blue and red dashed lines show respectively the distributions for blue
and red galaxy samples from the CANDELS survey, as presented in van der
Wel et al. (2014). Each panel corresponds to a different redshift, as labelled.
than GALFORM, particularly in the local Universe (where EAGLE
was calibrated to predict realistic sizes).
APPENDIX E: BLACK HOLE MASSES
Fig. E1 shows the relationship between SMBH mass and stellar
mass in the two models. At z = 0, the two models are very similar
for M? > 1010 M. For 9 < log(M? /M) < 10, GALFORM
predicts a significantly larger scatter in SMBH mass. Unlike in EA-
GLE, in GALFORM black hole growth is explicitly coupled to the
growth of the galaxy bulge. The large scatter therefore reflects the
significant scatter in bulge-to-total stellar mass ratio predicted by
GALFORM in this mass range. The fraction of bulge stars that were
formed quiescently in progenitor discs (versus bulge stars that were
formed in galaxy merger or disc instability triggered star bursts)
also plays a role in shaping the scatter in SMBH mass. At lower
masses, EAGLE is affected by the seed mass, rendering a compari-
son meaningless.
Interestingly, at higher redshifts EAGLE predicts lower black
hole masses compared to GALFORM, and a much steeper depen-
dence with stellar mass at high masses. This effect is discussed ex-
tensively in Bower et al. (2017), who interpret SMBH growth in
EAGLE as governed by a strongly non-linear transition in SMBH
accretion efficiency that occurs at a characteristic halo mass scale.
This scale is associated with the scale at which a hot corona devel-
ops, preventing SNe from driving a buoyant outflow. By construc-
tion, a strongly non-linear accretion efficiency transition does not
emerge in GALFORM, leading to a shallower SMBH-stellar mass
relation.
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Figure E1. Black hole mass as a function of stellar mass. Red and blue
points show the distribution as a function of total stellar mass from EAGLE
and GALFORM respectively. Green points show the distribution as a func-
tion of bulge mass from GALFORM. These points and errorbars show the 16,
50 and 84th percentiles of the distributions. Black points show the compi-
lation of observations from McConnell & Ma (2013), which are plotted as a
function of bulge mass rather than total stellar mass. Dashed grey horizontal
lines indicate the black hole seed mass in EAGLE. Each panel corresponds
to a different redshift, as labelled.
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